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Art in a general sense is the expression of
a subject, its ideas, feelings and visions of
the world. Likewise, an artist rooted in his
culture, has the opportunity to express
the mental mechanisms of his culture, its
origins and his interpretative processes
of the world. For this reason, intercultural
studies are of fundamental importance,
and art is one of the best means of
investigation because it can give a
genuine image of its culture of origin.
This could apply to modern art, traditional
art, or to that which has suffered foreign
influences. Any form of art in any situation
is the mirror of the culture from which
it comes from and is imbued with its
aesthetic ideas. Therefore, the study of
art from different cultures and historical
periods will enrich the artist’s expressive
abilities. The vision of nature, the vision
of man in the world and the aesthetic
ideas of Western and Chinese culture are
often almost the opposite, but this does
not exclude the possibility of dialogue.
We strongly believe that Western art
can be enriched through knowledge of
the latter. At the same time, however,
we must be careful about what it brings
and how it is imported, and above all,
we must not allow external culture to
prevail over indigenous culture. For this
reason, dialogue must be undertaken
with wisdom and in full knowledge of the
facts, not only by transferring information,
but also by having a deep knowledge
and understanding of both cultures in
order to find an appropriate mean of
communication. This is the most difficult
aspect of intercultural exchange, as we
are living in the age of globalization
and international capitalism. In the so-

called “global village” we believe we have unlimited
cognitive possibilities with minimal effort and we are
led to believe that communication is within reach
and almost automatic, for example via the Internet or
the ease of trade of goods, and this inevitably leads
to superficial and mostly wrong communication. This
vision is decidedly wrong, because it leads to shallow
false knowledge, spread of prejudice and cultural
arrogance. Unfortunately, there is no easy solution
for the intercultural communication problem,
therefore it requires an intellectual and cognitive
effort, a desire to study and gain deeper knowledge.
Thus, our goal is to create a language suitable for
establishing a cultural dialogue that is structured and
not superficial.
This magazine aims to give a voice to the
contemporary Chinese and non-Chinese scholars
and artists with a background of studying in China.
Our purpose is to create a cultural bridge between
two great cultures, in order to establish a rich and
fruitful dialogue in the sphere of Chinese painting.
Chinese mountain and water painting is one of the
main artistic expressions in China, characterized by
more than 1500 years of evolution and revolutions,
and has found a new golden age of creativity and
expression in the contemporary times. This magazine
will introduce some modern and contemporary
Chinese artists, the theories of Chinese painting and
the views of environmental aesthetics, in a way that is
reachable for everybody, from the academic world to
any curious mind interested in the field of Chinese art
and culture.
Our hope is to popularize an artistic expression that
could have a positive impact on our lives, enabling us
to cross certain limits subconsciously imposed by the
western culture, from the very roots like the concept
of reality, our existence, our place in this world and
how we relate with it. Every cultural system has
replied to these basic questions, but the answers are
all different, and art is one of the deepest expressions
that embody all of these diverse conceptions.
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Our Approach

From the figure of the Chinese intellectual artist to Contemporaneity.

During the eighth century China, a new figure of an intellectual artist was born: this figure would become topical in the Chinese cultural panorama and make its way to the present day.
Wenren hua 文人画, is the one who, following the humanistic values and

teachings of the tradition, updates and
applies them to the artistic-intellectual needs of his time. This process has never stopped, and still persists in the
contemporary world.
The Wenren hua encompasses the poet, the painter, the calligrapher, the theorist, the scholar and the intellectual
in a single figure, and sees the cultivation of the spirit and mind as one of the main purposes of his/her work.
In this way, a close link is established between practice and artistic theory; at the same time there is no separation
between the arts, and there is a common thread between intellectual practice and material application.
Of course this figure is closely linked to Chinese cultural heritage, but this does not make it less compatible with
the artistic-cultural needs of Westernized contemporaneity.
It also fits naturally into the trend of Environmental Aesthetics, which is an expressive channel of contemporary art and of fundamental importance, given that the biggest problems that afflict our society are often
linked to the environment and the destructive approach that contemporary men have towards it.
Respect for nature and the need to preserve it by living with it in harmony are intrinsic elements of traditional
Chinese thought and that of the wenren hua, which see man and nature as two elements that are part of the same
system: in these terms, in order to preserve human life, natural existence must also be protected, or else we would
go towards the decay of both.

We find ourselves living in the era of
globalization. Thanks to the infosphere
we live in, with just one click we can be in
Togo, with two clicks you can be studying Sanskrit, with three you’re already
updated on what’s going on in Bhutan,
and with four more clicks you’re listening
to a piece played with the duduk, and
immediately after we could be looking at
two whirling dervishes. In half a day we
become experts in Armenian music, Sufi
spirituality, Himalayan geopolitics and in
any other aspect of world culture.
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Fantastic. Finally, a world without cultural
barriers, devoted to the exchange
and access of mutual knowledge. In
this global village without borders,
we dance to the beat of superficiality,
sloppy culture and of cultural arrogance,
where ignorance is adorned with twodimensional images, where the concept
of “knowing that you do not know”
has been abolished, although without
knowing.
It's important to note that, in this Village
the chief is western, the customs and
habits are also mostly western, and so
is the linguistic and material means
of communication along with most ,
intellectual expressions and world views
of its inhabitants. The inhabitants tend to
ignore what is found outside the Village,
not by choice, but by condition, not out
of lack of curiosity, but because of the
limited means. The Village is truly global
on a physical level, it truly embraces
the entire earth’s surface, but in fact

it remains on the surface, it does not
deepen, and if it deepens it does it in its
own way, as it would in the centre from
which it developed. In fact, the Village is
ancient and full of History and histories, it
has always had multiculturalism, always
in expansion and translation, but only
recently has it reached global status.
The Village is now global, so everyone is
welcome but the rules to follow are those
of the Village head. Everyone can bring
something to the table, but it will still
have to be adapted to the matrix of the
Village.
With these premises, it is possible to face
and analyse infinite issues concerning the
actual state of the alleged globalization.
For instance, how it believes to know
different cultures, but in reality this
knowledge is based only on a store of
empty images which are then filled with
the world view of the aforementioned
head of the Village. The same goes for
that mercantile capitalism that has
arrived at every corner of the globe, but
gives the best of itself only if we follow the
needs of the Village.
We stand against a single world view,
when in fact there are many. The ones
that does not support diversity, but
translates them, one that does not make
them participate in the debate with their
own voices, but accepts them only after
a trial of metamorphosis. We are against
the imperialism of tastes and customs,
of judgment, of means of expression,
and of what to express, a situation which
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We as Sino-artists (some of non-Chinese
origin, living in China, and devoted to the
study and practice of Chinese painting,
without having a structured training of
Western origin behind us), will focus on
the areas concerning our cultural sphere,
precisely that of Chinese art. Especially
those related to painting, with a particular
eye for landscape painting, which from
now on we will call according to the
Chinese denomination, Mountain and
Water painting.

“shanshui hua 山 水 画“
The main will is to communicate with the
Village through our art and our words, to
present one of the many shaded areas
with which it is scattered. Our task is to
find a language that is intelligible to the
Village as well as faithful to the original
meaning. Without smoothing its diversity,
without avoiding clashes, without
sweetening the pill. In this way it will be
the Village that will make the effort to
understand, and only in this way will the
communication be successful. In fact, we
trust in the Village’s ability to understand
languages not forged by itself.
The reasons that drive us in this
campaign are varied and erudition is
not one of those. At best it can be a side
effect.
One of the biggest problems of the
Village is that it believes that movements
of progress and evolutions only exists
inside itself, that it has reached the status
of “modern”, and those who are not
indigenous come from a static culture,

backward and anchored to the past;
without the use of the means forged by
the Village and without its revolutionary
spirit no one can participate in the
dialogue of contemporaneity. So, to
finally get into the subject, in the Village
Chinese painting is traditional, therefore
linked to the past, unable to evolve,
something good just for the art history
books and museums, worthy of respect,
but with the same respect that is given
for archaeological finds.

There is no conception of a modern or
contemporary Chinese painting, also
because when the term Chinese painting
is pronounced, for some reason it is
always accompanied by the adjective
“traditional”, which clearly denies the
concept of modernity. Chinese art can
only be defined as modern if expressed
through the means and processes of
modern western art.

Revelation! There is modern and
contemporary Chinese art; mountain and
water painting has been evolveing for at
least 1500 years, and continues to evolve,
and other painting exppressions are even
older. As obvious as it seems, China is
extremely large, therefore there are many
centres of cultural irradiation, and for this
reason there are various schools within
China that follow different pictorial expressions. Consequently there is not just
one movement of contemporary Chinese
painting.
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inevitably leads to a cultural flattening.
Against this self-proclaimed global
Village. It does not have the ability to see
neighbouring villages, since it believes
that all possible villages are within itself.

To spread the knowledge of
contemporary Chinese painting outside
of China, and to give voice to the great
artists of the last century as well as to the
new young artists.
Why is it important you may ask? For
starters, in order to make sense of the
term globalization. But above all, to enrich
the Village and to redefine its ideas of
intellectual absolutism.
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Chinese art, together with all the other
intellectual expressions of China, refers to
a system of values that has come down to
the present day from ancient times. This
great apparatus of knowledge and ideas
has influenced and is still influencing
the world view of Chinese people and of
course also their artistic expressions.
The same discourse can be re-proposed
in a general way also to the evolution
of the western mind, a process that
probably was less coherent than the
Chinese one, which however led to
the formation of various expressions
of thought rooted in the conception of
the world that the Village forged during
its evolution. And this is exactly the key
point of our reasoning, once the world
interpretation system is established,
it is almost impossible to get out of
it, as it is invisible, and its boundaries
unrecognizable. Because it being the
only view you know, you believe that it
is the only view that exists. It’s like those
unfortunate people who were chained in
the platonic cave. It wasn’t until someone
came in from the outside, did they realize
the condition they were in.

This was also the case for China until the
mid-nineteenth century. China behaved
like the Village, just another Village that
did not see those who were outside
of it, except of course through its own
modalities. And even though external
cultural influences were accepted, it was
always retranslated in Chinese terms, just
like the Village does. As a consequence,
there was a sense of cultural superiority
compared to that which was not
Chinese. Until one terrible day, when the
barbarians arrived with cannons and
rifles and destroyed the armies of the
great empire. On that day, besides the
fall of many lives, many certainties also
fell in terms of value. Their system had
not protected them from catastrophe,
as it once did since the dawn of Chinese
culture. This was not the first time that
China fell into the hands of foreigners,
and every time the foreigners were
sinicized. Thus, their cultural continuity
persisted. However, the value system was
still slowly collapsing to the point where
it almost disappeared. Since then it has
rebuilt itself, but the system of the other
foreign villages took a hold as well, strong
of its modernity.

Let’s take a concrete example. The
ancient western visual arts and the
Renaissance up to modernity, basically
acted in the field of mimesis. In painting,
all the techniques to represent the visual
aspect of the surrounding world comes
together. Now coming back to the Village,
to top it all, there was this terrifying
yoke called Albertan’s perspective. The
Village gave a great deal of value to the
sight, making it almost the only tool for
perceiving reality. Establishing invisible
perceptual borders because they were
all-encompassing. However, at a certain
point artists and intellectuals got tired
of this conception, and thus historical
avant-garde was born. Unfortunately, not
knowing any other way of perceiving the
world other than the anthropocentric one
of the gaze, they found themselves in a
rather uncomfortable position, so much
so that the path ended with destruction
of the form and that of the painting itself,
and having to resort to new media to be
able to express themselves. It is precisely
for these reasons that in contemporary
era we refer to paintings as an “old
lady” who keeps up with new artistic
expressions with great difficulty.

Accordingly, in contemporary China it
can be said that there are two systems,
the original and the imported one. The
same could be said for the world of art,
but art can be applied at will on any area.
This has created a unique situation where
the two worlds communicate with each
other, sometimes one taking over the
other, creating conflicts but also at the
same time a fertile ground for creativity.

So where is all this getting at? In China,
the influence of western art came
between the late 1800s and early 1900’s.
The first to arrive was via Japan, the
realistic techniques of the Barbizon
school. And what were the most shocking
innovations for the Chinese? Mimesis,
focal perspective, chiaroscuro, and all
those techniques which at the time in
the West were considered regressed,
representatives of a system that in those
years the avant-gardes despised because
of its anti-contemporary expressions. Why
was this seen in China as revolutionary
and innovative? Because traditional
pictorial theories disgusted the view
and representation of form as perceived

It is exactly for this reason that we want to
make this new system of thought known
to the Village, only then will it be able to
see its own boundaries, so that it will be
able to ask new questions and give itself
new answers.
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by our eyes, therefore it was an almost
completely unexplored area.
China has had the good fortune of
meeting and accepting a different way of
interpreting the world, so why should the
Village be deprived of it?
Just how much could a new way of
understanding reality help the old
painting of the Village? A whole world
would open up, which should not mimic
the Chinese one, but be inspired by it.
So, we also take sides against the
supremacism of sight and consequently
against anthropocentrism. Our desire is
to introduce these new visions, these new
conceptions, and these new values. Not
that the Village is completely unaware
of it, but this knowledge is hidden in
academic publications, accessible to
those interested in the subject, but very
far from the world of contemporary art or
anyone else.

To conclude, we will introduce one of
these intrinsic aspects of Chinese art
which can be of great help and source of
inspiration for our beloved Village. Why
is mountain and water painting of great
value in the contemporary world and why
should the Village re-evaluate it? In the
great pictorial experience of the Village,
landscape painting as an independent
genre was born late, and died early. The
fact that in China it is already the higher
form of painting and has a millennium
and a half of history should make us ask
questions about how it has probably
been underestimated. Well, in reality it
has not been underestimated, in fact
there is no right and wrong in art, it has
been evaluated according to the means
that the Village head, according to its
conceptions and ideas. And it is precisely
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Our main objective follows:

for this reason, we must open the doors to new value
systems.

“who discusses
painting in terms
of form likeness,
has the
understanding
of a child”

Art cannot be alienated from the reality in which it is
produced, and one of the most important themes for us
is that of ecology, in fact this hyper capitalist Village has
massacred the world in which we live and does not seem to
want to take steps back. Many have already set in motion to
counter this destructive madness, but there is no contest.
In the Village there has recently been talk of environmental
aesthetics that lashes out against anthropocentrism to
concert on environmental beauties, therefore going against
one, the axioms of western aesthetics since ancient Greece,
against that conception that sees man as the superior
creature and dominant in the ecumene. This new point
of view, at least for the Village, is one of the basic aspects
of Chinese ethics. Philosophy and aesthetics are found
in the texts at the base of Chinese culture, at the basis of
Confucian philosophy and Daoist thought and continues
to be repeated till modern times. A conception that does
not just appreciate environmental beauties, but its holistic
conception of the universe puts man on the same level
as any other creation of nature. In Yi Zhuan 易传 (5th
century BCE), a commentary on Yi Jing 易经, wrote that
“the greatest virtue of heaven and earth is life” (天地之大德
曰生), this is to say that the greatest virtue is to create an
environment where all life forms and natural elements can
coexist in harmony.

Su Dongpo
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For this reason, too, the category of still life does not exist in
Chinese painting, in fact for the Chinese artist it would be
absurd to paint lifeless subjects.
For these and other reasons, the Village and the artists that
reside in it will benefit from learning Chinese art. Mountain
and water painting will inspire them, the beauty of nature
will awaken the minds and set the minds in motion. The
boundaries of the Village will begin to appear and we can
finally begin to break them down.
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这些年，“新水墨”的确是毫无疑义地火
起来了，尤其是2013年底在大都会美术馆
举办的“Ink Art”展很是让国人欢欣鼓舞
了一番。一时间各种论述新水墨的文章
喷涌而出。在这里，我想换个角度谈谈水
墨。即如何看待与新水墨相对的旧水墨？
In recent years, "New Ink Art", Xin shuimo “新水墨”, movement has indeed

所谓新水墨，这个非常宽泛的概念，囊括
了近三十年不同于传统水墨、学院写实水
墨的所有水墨新探索。实际上，它不仅限
于水墨媒材领域，在更广泛的艺术探索中
使用了水墨元素或意韵的实验都被归到这
个宏大的概念底下。这一板块的崛起，在
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文化心态上是因为它一边联系了中国传
统，另一边又体现了当代的新变化，符合
了中西方对于“非西方中心主义”当代艺
术的共同企盼。
The so-called "New Ink Art", it is a very
broad concept, that encompasses all
new explorations in ink and wash that
are different from traditional ink and
wash or the academic realistic ink approach of the past 30 years. In fact, the
"New Ink" is not limited to the field of
ink art media. It's a more experimental approach that uses and practices
ink and wash elements, its aesthetic conception and charm in a wider
range of artistic explorations, and all

these kinds of visions are attributed to this grand concept. The rise of
this sector is due to its cultural mentality, because it is connected with
Chinese tradition on one side, and on
the other it embodies new contemporary changes, which is in line with
the common desire of China and the
West for a "non-Western centrist" contemporary art.
对于这类水墨，大家所着力的仍然是新的
一方面，强调其新在何处，于是图式、技
术语言以及观念的变革便被反复地强调。
受此文化诉求的召唤以及一些先行者的影
响，我们看到了不少试图连接传统与当代
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By; Hu Bin 胡斌
Translated by; Giacomo Bruni

become popular, especially after the
Ink Art: Past as Present in Contemporary China exhibition held at the Metropolitan Museum of Art at the end of
2013, which strongly encouraged Chinese artists to work in this direction.
All kinds of articles and studies on the
Xin shuimo movement spurt out all
at once. Here, I want to talk about ink
and wash from another point of view,
specifically on the matter of how to
treat the relationship between the old
ink and the new ink art.

阎秉会 Yan Binghui《原初之象》The Original Image, 98×88cm 1996

刘国松 Liu Guosong 《日暮的感觉》 Feeling of Sunset, , 97x92cm 1983

《谈谈“旧水墨”》Talking about the
"Old Ink Art"

两端的套路化表达，比如将水墨用笔变为
重复的印记，将传统的元素加以现代空间
的组装或者将现代的主题、形象以传统的
结构编排等等。传统与当代的关系以及传
统到底能够给当代带来什么？我想，应该
不是如此这般简单。
For this type of ink and wash, everyone is still working on a new aspect,
emphasizing on where it is new, so
the changes and innovations in the
pattern, technical language, and concepts are repeatedly emphasized.

Affected by this cultural appeal and
the influence of some pioneers, we
have seen a lot of attempts to try to
connect the traditional and contemporary expressive patterns, such as
turning the use of ink and brush into
repetitive traces, assembling traditional elements into modern spaces,
or combining modern themes and
images and arranging them in a traditional structure and so on. In this
relationship between tradition and

contemporary times, what exactly
can tradition bring to contemporaneity? I think the answer should not be
so simple.
今天，一些重要的古代绘画展所引起的当
代艺术界的关注程度是前所未见的。比如
上海博物馆的“翰墨荟萃：美国藏中国五
代宋元书画珍品展”，成了那一年中国当
代艺术圈热议的话题。有些当代艺术家和
批评家对于古代绘画不止是初步涉猎，他
们反复观摩，并对与之相关的艺术史研究

所知颇多。在新的研究视野和观看方式底
下，古代并不是遥不可及的过去，而是成
为颇为当代的问题。一是打破过去主流的
古代绘画视域的各类题材带来了新颖感；
二是即便众所周知的经典之作，因为研究
视角的不同而不断被刷新认识。
Today, some important ancient painting exhibitions have attracted unprecedented attention from the contemporary art world. For example, the
Shanghai Museum's "Masterpieces of
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王川 Wang Chuan 《NO.6》, 97×180cm 1997
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Early Chinese Painting and Calligraphy in American collections" became
a hot topic in the contemporary Chinese art circle that year. Some contemporary artists and critics are not
limited to preliminary dabbling in ancient painting, they have repeatedly
observed and learned a lot about the
art history research related to it. Under
new research horizons and ways of
viewing, ancient times are not an unreachable past, but rather a contemporary issue. One is that the various

themes that break the mainstream
of the ancient painting horizon of the
past have brought a sense of novelty; the second is that even the wellknown classics are constantly being
refreshed due to different research
perspectives.
曾有一位艺术史家就对“翰墨荟萃”展的
某幅长卷作了非常细致的当代视角的解
读。过往的历史故事如同电影蒙太奇镜头
一样生动地浮现于当代人的眼前。我想，
这当中自然存在很大的想象的成分，古人
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的观看跟经过了机械媒介洗礼的当代人的
观看肯定不同，但这样的穿越时空的细读
无疑带来了富有智性的思想激荡。诚如皮
道坚、鲁明军编《另一种现代性，还是当
代性？》论文集序言所说的：“‘当代’
是一种认知方式，一种理解角度。譬如，
一个古代的遗物，或一个现代事件，如果
赋予它一个当代的场域或理解方式，它便
不再是古代或现代，而是当代。”因此，
重要的是认知的转换，而不是将“古代”
当作割裂的当代材料。

There was once an art historian who
gave a very detailed interpretation in
a contemporary perspective about a
hand scroll at a Shanghai exhibition.
Historical stories and facts of the past
on film montage shots, emerge vividly before the eyes of contemporary
people. I think there is naturally a lot of
imagination in this process, the point
of view of the ancients is definitely different from that of the contemporary
people who have been baptized by
the mechanical media, but this kind
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李华生 Li Huasheng 《水墨山水》Ink and Wash Landscape, 79×180cm 2001

朱振庚 Zhu Zhengeng 《山海经》 Classic of Mountains and Seas 2007

of careful reading through time and
space undoubtedly brings intellectual excitement. Just like Pi Daojian
and Lu Mingjun's "Another Modernity,
or Contemporaneity?" The preface of
the collection of essays says: "'Contemporary' is a way of perception, an
angle of understanding. For example,
if an ancient relic or a modern event
is translated in a contemporary situa-

On one hand, antiquities can be invested
with new meanings, on the other hand,
the ancient ways of discourse can also
stimulate a new understanding of the object. For example, at the The 8th International Ink Art Biennale of Shenzhen, one
of the curators Fu Xiaodong organized
the Ink Art Graphics·Research on Archetypes divided in five sections, featuring
"Pavilion of Clouds and Water", "Flower-and-Rock Project", "Goddess Biographies", "Buddha Statue" and "The Classic
of Mountains and Seas" respectively represent the vocabulary of different image
systems in ancient China to correspond
to the various contemporary art images, that have undergone tremendous
changes that are associated with the tradition. What they bring is an image with
a history, the inheritance of a lineage of
thought that dashes against the contemporary thinking and this has expanded
the creative, and cognitive horizons of the
"New Ink Art".

tion or way of understanding, it will no
longer be ancient or modern, but it will
be contemporary." Therefore, what is
important is to recognize the conversion, rather than treating the "ancient"
as a fragment of the contemporary
material.
一方面是古物可以赋予新义，另一方面则是
古代的话语方式也可被重新激活来对应当下
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周韶华 Zhou Shaohua 《果洛圣山》
Guoluo Mountain 44x66cm 2011
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与新水墨相对的除了传统水墨，还有受徐蒋体
系影响的写实水墨。这种写实水墨的建构也经
历了好几个阶段。清末民初就开始了引西方写
实手法改造中国画的探索，但在那时以水墨展
现社会场景的图像中，我们看到的大量的还是
未脱离传统程式的表达，只不过内容加入了不
少现代事物，这使得画面具有某种戏谑感。徐
悲鸿等人的努力让中国画的人物和场景产生了
合乎现代观看的实体感。而在新中国成立后的
新国画运动中，受形势的催逼，不少艺术家力
求建立的是符合特定时代的意识形态，从内容
到形式，全面地与新时代进行对接的水墨视觉
语言。我们不能抛开某个时代的语境来看待其
艺术探索的特点。在当代，它不存在一种线性
演进的关系。在成熟地操作着既有写实水墨
程序的艺术家看来并不完善、甚至笨拙的、

彭薇 Peng Wei 《好事成双（一）》
Good Things Come in Pairs I 24x18x5cm 2011

梁硕 Liang Shuo《渣记九》
Discarded Waste IX 21.5x14.5cm
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的事物。比如第八届深圳国际水墨双年展上，
策展人之一付晓东所组织的“水墨图学·原型
研究”部分，以“云水阁”、“花石纲”、“
神女列传”、“佛造像”、“山海经”分别代
表中国古代不同形象体系的词汇来对应业已
发生巨大变化的与传统关联的各类当代艺术图
像，所带来的是有渊源的图像、思想传承谱系
与当代艺术思维的撞击，它拓展了新水墨的创
作与认知视界。
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张羽 Zhang Yu《水墨·仪式》Ink and Wash Ceremony 2013
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In contrast to the Xin shuimo, besides traditional ink art, there is also
the realistic ink art influenced by the
Xu-Jiang1 system. The construction
of this realistic ink and wash has also
gone through several stages. At the
end of the Qing Dynasty and the beginning of the Republic of China, the
exploration of introducing Western
realistic techniques to transform Chinese painting began. However, in the
images showing social scenes in ink
1 Xu Beihong 徐悲鸿 (1895-1953) and Jiang Zhaohe
蒋兆和 (1904-1986), pioneers in using western realistic techniques in painting.. (translator's note)

and wash at that time, we saw a large
number of expressions that did not
deviate from the traditional formula,
but were content that added a lot of
modernity, which makes the picture
give a funny impression. The efforts
of Xu Beihong and others gave to the
human figures and scenes of Chinese
paintings a sense of reality that fits
modern viewing. In the New Chinese
Painting Movement after the founding of New China, driven by the situation, many artists strive to establish a
visual language of ink and wash that
conforms to the ideology of a specific
epoch, from content to form, to fully
connect with the new era. We cannot
put aside the context of a certain era
to look at the characteristics of its artistic exploration. In the contemporary
era, it does not have a linear evolution-
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Therefore, the so-called "Old ink Art"
may become "New ink Art" at any
time. The key is whether or not it can
be obtained or in which way it can
enter in the contemporary field for
discussion; and the creation routine
without thinking power and motivation will not be in the "new" ranks because it is just a collage of some contemporary symbols.

文凤仪 Wen Fengyi 《星斗礼赞（白）》
In Praise of Stars (white) 2007

在历史变革中挣扎着的一些表达形态却得
到了复活。这背后涉及到整个社会观念的
转换，各种画风画派话题的此消彼长，实
际上均与人们的趣味与认知变化联系在一
起。

因此，所谓的“旧水墨”随时可能变成“新
水墨”，关键是它能否拿到或者以何种方式
拿到当代的场域来讨论；而失去了思维动力
的套路并不会因为拼贴了一些当代的符号而
置身“新”的行列。

Hu Bin 胡斌 - Born in Changsha, Hunan
Province, graduated from the Fine Arts
Department of the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts with bachelor’s and master's degrees, and received his Ph.D. from
Chinese National Academy of Arts. He
worked in the editorial department of the
Guangdong Art Museum, the office of
the Guangzhou Triennial, the art history
department of the Guangzhou Academy
of Fine Arts, and is currently the executive deputy director of the Art Museum
of Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts and
a professor of the art management department. His research interests include
the history of Chinese revolutionary art
and the history of modern and contemporary Chinese art exhibitions. He has
long been engaged in the criticism and
curatorial practice in contemporary art.
The exhibitions he curated have received
the honor of Excellent Project of National
Art Museum Collection from the Ministry
of Culture and Tourism and won the Excellent Exhibition Project of National Art
Museum. His publications include, Visual
Reformation: the Selectional Interpretation of Chinese Fine Arts in 20th Century
《视觉的改造：20 世纪中国美术的切面解读》,
What Best Represents China? The Display of China and its National Image in
World Expositions 《何以代表“中国”：中
国在世博会上的展示与国家形象的呈现》, etc.
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谷文达 Gu Wenda 《墨（炼金）术》Ink (Alchemy) 1999-2001

ary relationship. Artists who maturely
operate the existing realistic ink art
programs seem to be imperfect, even
clumsy, and some forms of expression
that are struggling in historical changes have been resurrected. Behind this
involves the transformation of the entire social concept, and the ebb and
flow of the topics of various painting
styles or painting schools are actually related to the changes in people's
taste and cognition.

Concretion vs. Abstraction in the
Painting Tradition of East Asia
By; Thorsten Schirmer

In which context does this tradition stand to the principles of the concrete and
the abstract? On this occasion an attempt to shed light on both terms has to be
prefixed. While concretion found a clear definition in the term "objectification",
the word abstraction requires a paraphrase. The Brockhaus Encyclopedia explains abstraction as:
“Scientific method by which specific, for the context essential characteristics
are singled out to obtain general concepts and laws referring to a subject.”2
The free internet encyclopedia Wikipedia defines abstraction entirely in this
sense:
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“Abstraction is a process by which concepts are derived from the usage and
classification of literal ("real" or "concrete") concepts, first principles, or other
methods. "An abstraction" is the product of this process—a concept that acts
as a super-categorical noun for all subordinate concepts, and connects any
related concepts as a group, field, or category. (…) Typically, abstraction is used
in the arts as a synonym for abstract art in general. Strictly speaking, it refers
to art unconcerned with the literal depiction of things from the visible world—it
can, however, refer to an object or image which has been distilled from the real
world, or indeed, another work of art. Artwork that reshapes the natural world
for expressive purposes is called abstract; that which derives from, but does not
imitate a recognizable subject is called nonobjective abstraction.”
1 Lin Yutang: Chinesische Malerei – Eine Schule der Lebenskunst. London 1967, p. 40-43
2 Der große Brockhaus – Kompaktausgabe in 26 Bänden. Wiesbaden 1983, Book 1, p. 43
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An attempt to explain the specific nature of the East Asian painting tradition
leads us directly to the definitions of abstraction above. Of these, derived specifically, an explanation of the East Asian way of painting could be: The specific
way of East Asian painting to represent things is a process of omitting details
and transferring to something more general or simpler to focus attention on
the essentials.
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1 Lively atmosphere and expression of the life energy 气韵生动
2 Brushwork structure 骨法用笔
3 Correct depiction 应物象形
4 Right coloring 随类赋彩
5 Composition 经营位置
6 Transmission and copying 传移模写

牧溪 Muxi《六柿》 Six Persimmons 35.1 x 29 cm

In the East Asian culture a completely independent tradition of painting exists
in addition to Western painting that shows a continuous development from its
earliest time to present. For more than 2000 years, laws have evolved and preserved in China, formulating a unique alternative to the painting tradition of
the west. Chinese painting reached its first early peak in the 4th century A.D.
Since the 7th century, it has influenced the neighboring empires Japan and Korea, playing a dominant role there from then on till today. Formulated by the art
critic Xie He 谢赫 in six principles 六法, its ground rules were already manifested
at the end of the 5th century, which have not lost its validity until now.1 They are:

committed to since its birth. Painting there means searching for the essential on the way of contemplation.
In the 4th verse of Daodejing, Laozi
outlines his concept of essence even
clearer:

But what is the essence in the view of
the East Asian culture? First we have
to clarify the essential concept from
an ethnological point of view. One of
the oldest still existing sources is the
Daodejing 《道德经》 of Laozi 老子,
which begins with a, in Western terms,
rather surprising attempt of clarifying
the essence, as we can read in the first
verse of the first book:

"The essence is like the emptiness of
a vessel.
Who evinces essence is like the emptiness and does not accumulate.
Empty it is still the vast womb of all
things. (...)
Unknowing its origin, we realize:
It was before the beginning of
everything."4

"The essence that can be conceived,
is not the essence of the incomprehensible.
The name that can be said is not the
name of the Nameless.
Nameless is the eternal, is inside.
Named is the diversity, is outside.
Rest desireless, is to perceive inside.
Act desireful, is to remain outside.
The One and the Many are of the
same origin, uneven in appearance.
Their identity is the miracle, the miracle of miracles, the gate of all miracles."3
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This famous yet enigmatic prelude of
the Daodejing approaches the concept of essence in the way of abstraction. Moreover, in line 1 and 2 Laozi
explains that concretion is simply unusable to infer the essential, giving us
his teaching in line 4, how the essence
can be inferred: by abandoning the
ego and practicing contemplation.

Emptiness is essence, teaches us the
first philosopher of Daoism. It is the
primal creative principle of all being.
Already in the first verse Laozi also
emphasizes the unity of nature (read:
empty) and shape. Here he goes to
the highest level, the hand with the
Buddha's teachings, as passed the
Heart Sutra 《心經》:
"Form is emptiness, emptiness is
form."
According to Laozi, the highest form
of abstraction is the essence, essence
is emptiness. Following his argument,
it is necessary to abstract the form to
the extent that the essence can be felt
in it. Form and emptiness build a unit,
the contrast of the concrete and the
abstract dissolves in a higher level of
knowledge.

In this single verse, written between
the 5th and 4th century B.D., we find
those elementary principles, which
the East Asian painting tradition is

In fact, the East Asian painting has
found its most elementary principle in
the interplay of form and emptiness.
Already the earliest samples of this art
show us images or landscape symbols, freely composed into an empty
background. On each step of its development, the interpenetration of form

3 Walter Jerven (transl.): Laotse. Tao Te King. Das
Buch vom Weltgesetz und seinem Wirken. Bern
1967, p. 9

4 Walter Jerven (transl.): Laotse. Tao Te King. Das
Buch vom Weltgesetz und seinem Wirken. Bern
1967, p. 12
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刘国玉 Liu Guoyu 《山水》 Moountains and Waters, 138x68cm

It is no exaggeration to say that the
painting tradition of East Asia has
been fully committed to abstraction!
The aim of the local picturesque endeavor was and is the concentration
of the design to the essentials.

and emptiness increased further until
the 13th century, in which the work of
Chan 禅 painter5 reached almost totally abstract (i.e. non-representational)
results. However, they never left the
ground of representational painting
completely.
The reason why this has obviously
never been tried in East Asia is also
due to the deep influence Daoism
had on the painting tradition. For its
development Daoism made use of
even older sources of Chinese philos-

牧溪 Muxi《潇湘八景》 Eight Views of Xiaoxiang

in this way. Zhongguo 中国- the Middle
Kingdom - is the Chinese name literally translated. Facing this clear self-understanding based on the benefit of
harmony and balance, who wonders
that painting emulates these ideals of
its motherland? Qi Baishi 齐白石, the
most important master of classical
ink painting in the 20th century, described this attitude:
"Where examines the painter his picture of the world? On the border of
the concrete and the abstract. What
is too concrete, shows nothing but the
visible reality, what is too abstract, deceives the world."7

The balance, the middle is it the ultimate goal. "China" itself, is explained

Finally, this view is also strengthened
by Buddhism, the third power of the
Chinese intellectual world, as we
gather above from the quote of the
Heart Sutra. It was the historical Buddha Siddharta Gautama himself, who,
after years of senseless asceticism,
had walked on his way to the highest
knowledge by the "middle path ", as

6 Richard Wilhelm (transl.): Kungfutse. Gespräche –
Lun Yü. Köln 1955, p. 116, Book 11, Verse 15

7 Josef Hejzlar: Chinesische Landschaften –
Aquarelle. Hanau 1996, p. 67, par. 3

"Too much is just as wrong as too
little."6

he later called and taught it.
Based on this understanding, up to
modern times it has been obviously
impossible for the East Asian soul to
find self-expression in a completely
non-representational way. Nevertheless, painters drove the reduction
of form in the 13th century on a peak
that compels our deep admiration
until today. The results of the Chan
painting seem partially so timeless
and modern, that even to a trained
eye it often may not be possible
to distinguish historical from new
works. This was made possible only
after the artist and statesman Su
Dongpo 苏东坡(1037-1101) proclaimed
the final emancipation of the artist’s
free spirit in painting of the 11th century. He coined the term Xieyi 写意
(literally: writing down an idea) as a
paraphrase of expressionism, which
is characterized by the reduction to
a few expressive lines and lavurs in
a spontaneous manner of painting.
Xieyi borrowed the free and fluid
brushwork from the calligraphic
concept-style. The first protagonists
of this movement were literati-offi-
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5 Chan (Jap. Zen) is a school of Mahayana Buddhism. In the year 527 this doctrine has been
brought by the Indian monk Bodhidharma to
China. In the following centuries it has been developed under the influence of the Chinese spirit to its
present valid. The Chinese name "Chan" is derived
from the shortened phonetic form of the Sanskrit
word "Dhyana" (literally: contemplation). Chan is
therefore also referred to as "meditation school".
Beside the Tibetan Buddhism it is the most popular
form of Buddhist schools in the West, considered to
be as a profound as unorthodox interpretation of the
Buddha's teachings. Core of Chan is the conviction
of the sudden realization of enlightenment to be
attained by contemplative practices or by studying
paradoxical parables and aphorisms of the patriarchs
and famous teachers of Chan.

ophy: the Yin and Yang Theory. There,
the entire cosmos is conceived as an
effect of the universal primal Qi-Energy, which formulated the law of all being as a perpetual flow between the
polar primal forces of the negatives
and positives. Its essence is change.
No pole can be conceived without
its counterpoint, the absolute is the
relative. But not only Daoism and its
precursors are the inspiration for this
philosophy of life expressed by East
Asian painting. Kongzi 孔子(lat. Confucius) the most influential philosopher
of this cultural area also contributed
to the dissemination of this point of
view with his teachings. In a dispute
with his students about the preference of a hotly - determined against a
cautious - reluctant temperament his
verdict is:
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Particularly characteristic of the conservative spirit of East Asia is the way, in
which scenic solutions of great masters of the past were used continuously over
the centuries. In the spirit of Xie He’s sixth principle, by painting design elements,
generally accepted results of abstraction were handed down and canonized.

Textbooks like the Mustard Seed Garden8 《芥子园画谱》 were widely spread, in
which the individual design elements of Chinese painting such as mountains,
trees, grasses, flowers, figures, etc. were explained on the basis of classical models of the great masters. These could be summarized as set pieces and endlessly
varied by subsequent generations of artists as a recipe, of course always with
the same ingredients. The advantage of this typed models is their universal applicability. Human mages, for example, do not meet any high expectations of an
individual and correct physiognomy. It extends the traditional representation
8 This most well-known textbook on East Asian painting was published in 1670 by the Chinese artists Wang
Gai and Li Liufang.
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齐白石 Qi Baishi《借山图卷》Jieshan 30×48cm 1910
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cials, scholars and monks around Su Dongpo. This group was looking for its own
self-understanding in opposition to commercial executed painting, done mainly by craftsmen and common people.

Gao Qipei 高其佩 Seated Zhong Kui with a Devil, (1672-1734), finger painting, 1716

"In the very beginning there was no
method. The primordial chaos still
had no differences. As the primordial chaos began to have differences, the method originated. How do
it arise? It originated from the one
stroke (Yihua). This one stroke is that
from which all phenomena arise.
(...) A method of non - methodology
was developed with the introduction
of the One Stroke Method. This is a
method that involves all the methods
in it."9
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However, this dominance of orthodox
tendencies in Chinese painting was
also repeatedly penetrated by individualistic artists from time to time,
who rejected any convention. One of

9 Lin Yutang: Chinesische Malerei – Eine Schule der
Lebenskunst. London 1967, p. 147
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In summary, we note that the East Asian painting is devoted to abstraction
from its very beginnings on. China was the first civilization, which propagated a
free-spirited expressionism in painting and was able to continue this tradition in
an unbroken line to modern times. Behind this phenomenon we recognize the
teachings of Daoism, Buddhism and Confucianism as its foundation and driving
force. Reduction and typing of the form, discarding color and in the extreme
even the brush demand the ability of the painter to abstract by voluntary restriction of funds. In his choice of technique he is in a tension between old traditions
and individualistic freedom. Where he succumbs to the convention, he often
leaves the path of artistic self-determination. Where he sums up the courage to
individual shapes, he often reaches results of timeless size and depth.
Thorsten Schirmer, Dao - the Way,
fingerpainting, ink on paper, 29,7 x 42 cm, 2018

of the type, which is enough for the
viewer to understand the information
of the image. An abstract form, handed down from the ancient masters,
automatically finds the acceptance
of the artist as well as the audience.
The disadvantage of this often stereotyped imitation is obvious. While it
makes satisfying results in painting
easy to reach even for little creative
minds on the one hand, on the other
hand the slavish adherence to traditional modes of representation often
paralyzed the development of new
styles and forms of expression.

His contemporary Gao Qipei 高其佩
(1672-1734) took an even more radical
way in which he gave up the brush
and painted only with his fingers. The
aim of this extreme reduction of the
media was to overcome any convention, to let the creative spirit of the
artist come as directly as possible in
spontaneous expression.
It may be typical for the very traditional East Asian nations that Gao Qipei
could justify this shift away from the
primacy of the brush by going back to
ancient models themselves. We know
already from the 7th century about
first attempts of using the fingers instead of the brush for a spontaneous,
gestural painting style. However, only
since Gao Qipei, some followers started to hand down finger painting till
the present, even taking influence on
the neighboring countries of Korea
and Japan.

Reduction of the media to focus on the essentials is finally documented in East
Asian painting by the widespread abandonment of color. While the monochrome display has been used traditionally for sketches and studies in anticipation of a colored masterpiece in the West, the exact opposite development took
place in East Asia. In the 9th Century, the monochrome illustration in black ink
began to enforce after a long development of polychrome painting that lasted
for centuries. The conviction that the black ink not only replaces color completely but that monochrome painting ultimately attains the summit of abstraction,
reflects the philosophical foundations of this art. Starting from the idea of unity
of their philosophical sources, it seems quite logical to represent the world and
its phenomena by a single shade.

Thorsten Schirmer has been working since 1984 in the style of Chan painting. Specialized in the
traditional landscape subject, he designs his works only with his fingers and black ink. His turning
to these ancient forms of expression and painting techniques, which are even rare to find in China,
earned him a high reputation in the motherland of this art. At age 21, he was appointed as a guest
teacher at the Art Department of Anhui Normal University, since 2013 he is professor at the Art
College of West Anhui University. His works have been exhibited in China, the U.S. and Germany.
In addition to numerous journal articles, he has written several books about the painting tradition
of China, its philosophy and the cultural background. Thorsten Schirmer has organized numerous
art projects with Chinese colleagues in Germany. He is a founding member of the Chinese Center
Hannover and initiator of the partnership between the Region Hannover and the Chinese Luan
Prefecture.
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the most important representatives of
these individuals was Shitao 石涛 (1642
- about 1707). He was the first painter openly declared his opposition to
traditional laws of painting and went
his own path of abstraction, which he
called Yihua 一画 (One Stroke Painting). In his Treatise of the Monk Bitter Melon 《苦瓜和尚画语录》 we read
about the method of Yihua:

My connection with the body and its parts
are dissolved; my perceptive organs are
discarded. Thus leaving my material form,
and bidding farewell to my knowledge,
I become one with the Great Pervader.
This I call sitting and forgetting all things.
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Zong Bing
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观画：思于林涛与云影之间 - Looking at
Lin Yusi’s 林于思 paintings: Thinking
about the soughing of the wind in the
forest and the reflection of the clouds
By; 李公明 Li Gongming
Transated by; Giacomo Bruni

在我看来，林于思的水墨艺术世界有两个
不同的层面。
第一个层面很综合、很全面。从美院到画
院、从传统到当代，林于思的专业训练很
全面，创作心态很开放，可以说是兼收并
蓄。他自述说“各种妥协的结果就是我现
在画出来的画面，工笔，写意，山水，花
鸟，人物，一挥而就和细工慢活全部放
在一起。”
这是他的水墨创作的真实状
况，一个多元开放的多面体：左手工笔右
手写意，辰时白猫卯时重彩，立根传统面
向当代跨界实验，上午慢工细活下午疾风
泼墨，天上飞鸟神仙妖精妖怪，地下大佬
小人胖子瘦鬼鹿马猫猴，有山有水有林有
石，西洋东洋可控可防，正剧卡通亦庄亦
谐，儒道仙佛各显神通，诗情画意经典俗
典，光明幽暗正能负能……。
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In my opinion, Lin Yusi's ink art world
has two different levels.
The first level is very comprehensive
and synthetical. From the academy
of fine arts to painting academy, from
tradition to contemporary, Lin Yusi's
professional training is very extensive, and his creative mentality is very
open, which can be said to be eclectic.
He stated that "the result of all kinds
of compromises is my actual painting,
that comprehends fine brushwork,
freehand
brushwork,
landscapes
painting, flowers and birds painting,
figure painting, all with a single wave
and fine workmanship merged together." 1 This is the true state of his ink
1 Lin Yusi’s self-report on paintings was provided by
his assistant, the same quoted below, no additional
note.

art creation, a multifaceted, open and
polyhedric: he uses both the fine brush
as well as the expressive brush techniques. First, the fine outline drawing,
then a heavy coloring, strongly rooted
in the tradition in the direction of contemporary cross-border experiments,
slow work in the morning, blast of ink
in the afternoon, supernatural flying
birds in the sky, evil spirits and demons, on the ground important old
people, little fat guys, thin ghosts,
deer, horses, cats and monkeys, there
are mountains, waters, forests and
rocks, western and eastern oceans are
under control, both solemn and humorous, Confucian and Taoist immortals, Buddhas, each of them showing
their magical powers, poetic charm of
the classics and the popular culture,
brightness and darkness, positive and
negative...
支撑这个水墨艺术多面体的基础首先是
他对传统与手艺的尊重，他对如何运用
材料、工具以及运用的熟练程度非常重
视，“例如宣纸的渗透性和毛笔的弹性以
及水区别于油的流淌性”，在墨法与赋
彩、熟宣与生宣的张力之间，视觉上审美
判断和追求依赖于与材料、技法心手相随
的运用，可控可防与控而不防都各有挑战
性。这是艺术手艺人的看家本领和伟大传
统，是对技与道的关系的经验诠释。面对
作品，真伪高下永远骗不了手艺人的眼
睛，因为“每个人画出来的不同的线条和
点都可以告诉我们这些信息。”作为手艺
人无论你走到哪里，“你最好能体现你是
如何‘从传统中来’的。”林于思有自觉
的敬畏传统和手艺人意识，这是他在当代
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《盛装》Splendid dress 240x190cm 2019

The foundation that supports this polyhedric ink art is first of all his respect
for tradition and craftsmanship. He
attaches great importance to how to
use materials, tools, and proficiency in
the application, "such as the permeability of Xuan paper and the elasticity
of brushes, and the fluidity of water
that differs from oil." In the tension between ink technique and coloring, between processed xuan paper and raw
xuan paper, visually aesthetic judgments and pursuits rely on the use of
materials and techniques, and at the
same time, controllable and preventable, the challenge of what is unexpectable that can not be controlled or
prevented. This is the art of craftsmanship skills and the great tradition, that
is the empirical annotation of the relationship between technique and Dao,
the way. Facing the work, the authenticity and the quality of the work can
never deceive the eyes of the craftsman, because "the different lines and
dots drawn by each person can tell
us this information." As a craftsman,
wherever you go, "you better be able
to reflect how you've come from tradition'." Lin Yusi has a conscious awe
of the tradition and a sense of craftsmanship. This is the foundation for
him to conquer the world of contemporary ink painting.
林于思的水墨艺术还有第二个层面，即个
性化和创造性的层面，是在打天下的过程
中孤标独立、成就自我。这时，手艺隐
匿，艺道证成。“在这种状态下，技法、
材料、圈子、派系，通通都会失效。你一
定是在表达一个纯粹的‘你’……这是绘
画，真实的绘画。这也是对待一切事物应
该有的姿态。”他说“我是个‘游心者’
，在自己心里有一个世界，我总是在自己
的那个世界里看到一切，描绘一切。”于
是他感到“这世间唯一的花就是七色花，
每一个花瓣的颜色都不同，是为神奇的存
在。”；“律己自证，每个人都是世间唯
一的花。”

The second level of Lin Yusi's ink art
expresses individuality and creativity,
which is independent and self-achieving in the process of its success. The
craft is hidden, and the art is evident.
"In this situation, all techniques, materials, artistic circles, and schools will
all fail. You must express a pure ‘you’,
this is painting, real painting. This
is also the attitude needed to have
when dealing with everything." He
said, "I am a 'wanderer of the heart'. I
have a world in my heart. I always see
everything and portray everything in
my own world." He feels that "the only
flower in this world is the seven-colored flower. The color of each petal is
different, it is a magical existence.";
"Self-discipline proves everyone in the
world belongs to the same flower.."
于是，随着兴之所至、心之所思，他自由
地穿越在抒情与叙事、寂静与喧哗、幻境
与现实等多元的审美面向之间，多样化就
是他的个性化。那么，“多样化的尝试会
模糊一个艺术家的面目吗？我想也未必，
毕竟我们在讨论梦幻般存在的七色花的时
候可以尽情美好，但没人关心过它会结出
怎样的果子，这证明了结果并不重要。”
他说结果不重要，是因为在过程中他已
然尽情领悟和体验了“游心”之美。他发
现“最美好的东西总是在虚无之间的，在
小河边，大树下，荒草丛中，山水之间。
对岸的烟花，让我们一起来欣赏它。”说
得比较浅显，但正是在这个“虚无之间”
，他显示了独特的自我。山水树石、云深
雾障，在墨彩的勾染化氲中出现闲寂悠远
的气息，这还不是他的独特所在——如果
仅仅是这样，他的水墨世界的第二个层面
也就很一般了。所谓孤标独立、成就自
我，需要有更为个性化的精神创造，需要
有一种源自个体心灵的强烈变奏。这是第
二个层面最关键的因素和过程。
Therefore, with the pursuit of happiness and the thoughts of his heart, he
freely travels between lyric and narrative, silence and noise, illusion and
reality and other multiple aesthetic
aspects. These varieties are his per-
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《渔樵耕读》Fisherman, woodcutter, farmer and scholar 220×145cm 2021

水墨江湖中打天下的基础。

另外，除了艺术家的自我挑战、自我证成
之外，艺术的第二个层面也是对观者的召
唤和挑战，是对创造性的回应与欣赏的过
程。观画，“观”什么？艺术史家达尼埃
尔·阿拉斯(Daniel Arasse)警告观者说“
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我们什么也没看见”，他指出许多图像志
学者看似博闻强识，其实却远离作品，根
本看不见它们，甚至相信作品具有唯一的
正确含义。他提醒我们不要“忽视作品自
身的魅力”，他要我们思考：什么是艺术
家最想要我们看的东西？
In addition, besides the self-challenge
and self-accomplishment of the artist,
the second level of art is also a call and
challenge to the viewer, a process of
creative response and appreciation.
What is "viewing" when looking at
a painting? The art historian Daniel
Arasse warned viewers that “we saw
nothing”. He pointed out that many
iconographic scholars who seem to
be erudite and widely knowledgeable,
in fact, are far away from the works,
unable to see them at all, and even
believe the work has only one correct
meaning. He reminds us not to "ig-

nore the charm of the work itself". He
wants us to think: What is the thing
that the artist wants us to see most?2
这就是在第二个层面上的观与思，在林于
思的作品面前，思于林涛与云影之间。
林于思的作品带有众多创造性的变奏，如
抒情中的叙事变奏、古典中的当代变奏、
严肃中的荒诞变奏等等，更有玄妙意趣的
是小人儿与各种灵兽之间的关系变奏，那
是从古典传奇、卡通漫画中幻化而来的自
我与他者镜像，是叙事与抒情的直觉吟
唱。在法国诗人、文学评论家和艺术史家
伊夫•博纳富瓦的启发下，我意识到“隐
匿的国度”和“无法企及的潜在”可能就
是我试图在林于思的水墨世界中寻觅的感
受。
This is the second level of observation and thinking. In front of Lin Yusi's
2 Arasse, D. (2007). On n'y voit rien: Descriptions.
Paris: Denoël.
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ingness" that he shows his unique
self. Mountains, waters, trees, rocks,
clouds and deep fog barriers, in the
expression of the ink and color and
its atmosphere appear an empty, still
and remote flavor. This is not his only
uniqueness, if it was, the second level
of his ink painting world would be very
general and ordinary. The so-called
solitary standard of independence
and self-achievement requires a more
personalized spiritual creation and a
strong variation from the individual's
heart, which is the most critical factor
and process of the second level.

《过蓝山》 Over the Blue Mountains 370x145cm 2021

sonalization. When asked if with the
attempt of diversification, if it's possible to blur the face of an artist, he
replied, “I don’t think so. After all, we
can enjoy the beauty when discussing
the dreamlike Seven-Colored Flower,
but no one cares what kind of fruit
it will bear. It proves that the result is
not important." He said that the result
is not important because he has fully
comprehended and experienced the
beauty of wandering the heart "youxin" in the process. He found that “the
most beautiful things are always between nothingness, beside the small
river, under the big trees, among the
wild grasses, among the mountains
and rivers. The lovely spring scene
on the opposite bank, lets us enjoy
it together.” The words are relatively
simple, but it is in this "between noth-

博纳富瓦认为绘画表达的很多东西恰恰是
诗人尝试用语言表达的，甚至有时绘画比
诗歌更容易表达。他以“隐匿的国度”来
描述艺术，在他看来艺术的王国永远是隐
匿的，就如生命、死亡、时间、空间等
都属于“隐匿的国度”一样。那么，“隐
匿”是什么意思？博纳富瓦没有、也不会
给它下定义。转过头来看林于思的画，你
可能会理解“隐匿”是一种时空关系，是
曙色依稀的迷茫时分与被灰霾笼罩的土
地，或者是月黑风高之夜与在草丛中闪着
亮光的凶器，就如博纳富瓦所吟唱的：“
当你倒在贫瘠的大地，/ 我要把承受过你
的闪光叫做虚无……。”（博纳富瓦
《
真正的名字》）隐匿是一种期待和召唤，
被期待和被召唤的是林涛与云影。 “有一

些作品会对无法企及的潜在有所启发。比
如普桑《弹鲁特琴的酒神女祭司》中的蓝
色，就包含那种风雨欲来的瞬疾，那种我
们的意识不可或缺的非理念的明智。”普
桑的这幅画收藏在卢浮宫，我很有可能曾
经不止一次在它面前匆匆走过，仅仅因为
它不是《阿卡迪亚的牧羊人》。“蓝色”
为什么会“包含那种风雨欲来的瞬疾”？
而“那种风雨欲来的瞬疾”与“非理念的
明智”又有何联系？
Bonnefoy believes that many things
that paintings express are exactly
what the poets try to express in words,
and sometimes paintings are easier
to express than poetry. He described
art as a "hinterland". In his opinion,
the kingdom of art is always hidden,
just as life, death, time, space, etc. all

of them belong to the "hinterland". So,
what does "hinterland" mean? Bonnefoy does not and will not define it.
Turning your head to look at Lin Yusi’s paintings, you might understand
that “hinterland” is a time-space relationship, the time of confusion and
the land shrouded in haze, or the dark
night with high winds and the reflection of a sparkling murder weapon, as
Bonnefoy sings: "When you fall on the
barren ground, / I will name the lightning that carried you nothing."3 (Bonnefoy, Vrai nom) Concealment is a
kind of expectation and summoning.
It is the soughing of the wind in the
forest and the image of the clouds
3 Et quand tu tomberas dans la terre stérile / Je nommerai néant l'éclair qui t'a porté.
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《空谷幽蓝》 Empty blue valley 370x145cm 2020

feeling I tried to find in Lin Yusi's ink
world.
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works, thinking is between the soughing of the wind in the forest and the
image of the clouds.
Lin Yusi’s works contain many creative variations, such as emotional
and narrative variations, classical and
contemporary variations, serious and
absurd variations, and so on. What’s
more mysterious and intriguing is the
relationship between the little man
and the mythological beasts coming
from classical legends and cartoons,
their variation is the mirror image of
the self and the other, it is an intuitive singing of narrative and lyricism.
Inspired by the French poet, literary
critic and art historian Yves Bonnefoy,
I realized that "hinterland" and "unattainable potential" may be the kind of
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《伴我同行》 Walk with me 251x193cm 2017
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其实根本不需要、也不应该向诗人提出这
样逻辑性诘问，我们只需要向自己提问：
我们是否领悟过什么是作品中那些“无法
企及的潜在”？
在林于思的作品前我也
会有这种自我提问。画家还很年青，不会
是岁月的沧桑使他对时光被侵蚀有如此浓
缩与质朴的体验。我想是因为他对隐匿在
艺术中的时光有近乎天生的敏感，或许他
知道草木会凋零，知道会有海枯石烂的一
4 Yves Bonnefoy (2012), The Arrière-pays, Seagull
Books, p.27.

天，知道一切都会在时光尘土中朽烂，于
是把一切都隐匿在虚幻不实的意境之中。
这是一种“无法企及的潜在。”
In fact, there is no need and one
should not ask the poets such logical
questions. We only need to ask ourselves: Have we ever realized what is
the "impossible potential" in the work?
I also had this kind of self-doubt while
looking at Lin Yusi's work. The painter
is still very young, and it’s not the vicissitudes of time that gives him such
a condensed and unadorned experience of the erosion of time. I think it’s
because he is almost innately sensitive
to the time hidden in art. Perhaps he
knows that the vegetation will wither,
that there will be a day when the sea
will dry and the rocks will crumble,
and that everything will decay in the
dust of time, so he hides everything in
the artistic conception of illusion. This
is a kind of "impossible potential."
无论他笔下出现的是山还是树，不管是清
晰还是朦胧，我感觉都有同一束诗意的、
灵性的微光把它们缀联起来。这束微光来
自我所理解的“隐匿的国度”的内在逻辑
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无论他笔下出现的是山还是树，不管是清
晰还是朦胧，我感觉都有同一束诗意的、
灵性的微光把它们缀联起来。这束微光来
自我所理解的“隐匿的国度”的内在逻辑
性，以及来自在我想象中画家内心对这种
被隐匿的逻辑性的想象与揭示——在一堆
石头与另一堆石头、一片树林与另一片
树林之间，有同样会倒流的时光、同样顽
强的生命、同样腐烂的死亡气息把它们的
命运连结起来。于是在林于思的笔下，它
们只能被光与暗影所笼罩、所界定，这就
是“无法企及的潜在”。
No matter whether it is a mountain
or a tree, whether it is clear or hazy,
I feel that they are connected by the
same poetic and spiritual gleam. This
glimmer comes from the internal logic of the "hinterland" as I understand
it, from my imagination and from the
artist's imagination and disclosure of
this hidden logic - between one pile
of stones and another pile of stones,
one forest and another, there is the

same flowing back of time, the same
tenacious life, the same rotten breath
of death that connects their destiny.
Therefore, under Lin Yusi's brush they
can only be shrouded and defined by
light and shadow, which is the "impossible potential".
在古希腊人看来，对世界的认知与“看”
和“灵知”不看分割。柏拉图主义认为知
识的概念不是一个纯粹的世俗概念和认识
论问题，而是包含有视觉的、超验的和灵
知的意味，是在“看”中获得对自我的认
知和拯救。灵知论者狄奥多托（Theodotos）说：“使我们获得解放的不仅是洗
礼，还有这种认识：我们曾经是谁？我们
曾经成为什么？我们曾经身处何方？我们
被抛向何方？我们匆匆赶向何方？我们
从哪儿获得解放？什么是生？什么是重
生？”。这对于我们思考林于思的画或许
有某种启发性，就如博纳富瓦对于“艺
术”的理解也带有这种灵知主义的色彩，
他说“最后我们必将在疑问中结束这种欣
赏，最高级的作品揭示了一个决绝的存
在。”在看与灵知之中，让“隐匿的国
度”在遥远的地平线上敞开，这是博纳富
瓦的诗意之光和林于思的画境之光所负载
的使命。
In the eyes of the ancient Greeks, cognition of the world is not separated
from "seeing" and "gnosis". Platonism
believes that the concept of knowledge is not a purely secular concept
and epistemological problem, but
contains visual, transcendental, and
lucid meanings, which is to gain cognition and salvation of oneself in "seeing". The Gnostic critic Theodotus said:
"But it is not only the baptism that is
liberating, but the knowledge of who
we were, and what we have become,
where we were or where we were
placed, whither we hasten, from what
we are redeemed, what birth is and
what rebirth."5 This may be instructive
for us to think about Lin Yusi’s paintings, just as Bonnefoy's understand5 Robert Pierce Casey (1934), The Excerpta ex
Theodoto of Clement of Alexandria, Studies and
Documents 1; London: Christophers, [78].
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《二仙图》Two Immortals , 146×96cm, 2019

that are expected and summoned.
"There are certain works that can, for
all that, give us a fair idea of the impossible potential. The blue in Nicolas
Poussin's Bacchanal with Guitar Player has that stormly immediacy, that
non-conceptual
clear-sightedness
for which our whole consciousness
craves."4 This painting of Poussin is in
the Louvre, and I have probably hurried past it more than once, just because it is not Et in Arcadia ego. Why
does "blue" "have that stormly immediacy"? And what is the connection
between the "stormly immediacy"
and "that non-conceptual clear-sightedness"?

性，以及来自在我想象中画家内心对这种
被隐匿的逻辑性的想象与揭示——在一堆
石头与另一堆石头、一片树林与另一片
树林之间，有同样会倒流的时光、同样顽
强的生命、同样腐烂的死亡气息把它们的
命运连结起来。于是在林于思的笔下，它
们只能被光与暗影所笼罩、所界定，这就
是“无法企及的潜在”。
No matter whether it is a mountain
or a tree, whether it is clear or hazy,
I feel that they are connected by the
same poetic and spiritual gleam. This
glimmer comes from the internal logic of the "hinterland" as I understand
it, from my imagination and from the
artist's imagination and disclosure of
this hidden logic - between one pile
of stones and another pile of stones,
one forest and another, there is the
same flowing back of time, the same
tenacious life, the same rotten breath
of death that connects their destiny.
Therefore, under Lin Yusi's brush they
can only be shrouded and defined by
light and shadow, which is the "impossible potential".
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The encounter between Lin Yusi's ink art and the ancient Greek "Gnosticism"
in my mind may only be a flash in the pan, and that idea may be blown away by
the rain and wind after a moment of blooming, but as long as it has ever existed,
his paintings in my eyes have been branded with hidden spirit.
Undoubtedly, in Lin Yusi's works, you can see that he is sensitive to all the details
of the landscape and any changes in the light, but I can't be sure what kind of
premonition he has in all these details and changes. The falling leaves are rich
and colorful, also the petals are falling, and the world is still quiet. This is the most
suitable time for contemplation, thinking between the soughing of the wind in
the forest and the image of the clouds, thinking between painting and poetry.
This kind of thinking finally made us understand that the road is still long, the
world is too big, and returning home is the sweetest imagination. So there is a
sense of beauty in the vicissitudes of life, reminiscent of the silent lament and
glory when the river finally flows into the sea.
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林于思的水墨与古希腊的“灵知主义”在我心目中的邂逅可能只是昙花一现，那种想法在
刹那的绽放之后就可能被雨打风吹去，但是只要曾经存在，他的画在我眼中已经打上了隐
匿的精神烙印。
毫无疑问，在林于思的作品可以看到他敏感于风景的所有细节、光线中的任何变化，但是
我无法肯定的是，他在所有的这些细节和变化中有过什么样的预感。 落叶缤纷，花瓣也在
飘落，世界依然安静。这是最适合沉思的时分，思于林涛与云影之间，思于绘画与诗歌之
间。这种思最终让我们明白路还很长，天地太大，归家是最甜美的想象。于是有一种沧桑
中的美感，令人想起江河最终流入大海时那一段无言的呜咽与辉煌。

《青蓝》Cyan blue, 45×490cm 2018

ing of “art” also has this kind of Gnosticism. He said, “Finally, we will end this appreciation in doubt, the highest work reveals a decisive existence." (Y. Bonnefoy
2012) Seeing and knowing (gnosis), let the "hinterland" open on the distant horizon. This is the mission carried by Bonnefoy's poetic brightness and Lin Yusi's
painting luminosity.

李公明 Li Gongming

林于思 Lin Yusi

Director of the Department of Fine Arts of Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts, Director
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Lin Yusi was born in Huilai County, Guangdong in 1978 and graduated from Guangzhou
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《搜山图》 Soushan 50×720cm 2020

Lan Ying (1585–1664) Whirling Snow on the River Bank, 1639
1

By; Aurora Vivenzio

In the essay Perspective as symbolic form (1927), Erwin Panofsky stated
that: «Perspective is the mirror of how
the world is perceived». If we consider the spatial and temporal ideas
as concepts that have always guided pictorial and artistic productions,
these abstractions find their mode
of representation and concretization
through the perspective medium,
a precious and dear concept to the
Western world, but not as decisive
and binding in pictorial productions of
Mountain and Water painting (Shanshui hua 山水画).
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In Roman and Pompeian paintings,
we observe that space is conceived as
finite and inhomogeneous, therefore
rendered in a determined time, while
the Renaissance masters considered it as infinite and homogeneous,
therefore in an indefinite time. In China, starting from the Tang Dynasty,
space and time are depicted as units
in continuous evolution, where time
never stops determining itself and returns to its infinite nature and where
space is limited and then extends beyond the composition.

In landscape paintings, or any other
Western subject, perspective translates as a sign of an anthropocentric
vision of the world, where it is considered the subject as the center of the
work and where the landscape becomes a pretext for contextualizing

the scene. It is precisely on this basis
that a great difference with the Chinese pictorial conception arises. The
subject in the works of Chinese artists
becomes a pretext to capture the attention of the beholder, to captivate
him and to draw him into the picture,
making him perceive a natura naturans1, in its making and undoing (fig.1,2)
This appropriation and restitution of
the phenomenal world is not an operation that occurs only as an aesthetic
act, but as an existential act, a testimony of the artist's presence, a hic et
nunc.
For this reason, we could read the
figure of Wenren hua 文人画 as the
contemporary, modern artist, the
Benjaminian flâneur who regains
possession of his relationship with environment, with nature and with the
world around him through artistic
practice. We can, therefore, see these
two very similar figures in terms of the
action and conceptual practice they
perform, that is, both are an active part
of the vision (active shows) and they
express it on scroll - or on other supports - what they have reworked, rein1 On the meaning of natura naturans we refer to
Argan's description of the landscape represented in
Leonardo da Vinci's paintings: «a landscape ... infinitely deep, made of corroded rocks and crumbling
between streams, with an atmosphere saturated with
vapors in which refracts and filters light. It is neither
a seen landscape nor a fantastic landscape: it is the
image of natura naturans, of making and undoing,
of the cyclical transition of matter from the solid
state to the liquid: the figure is no longer the opposite of nature, but the ultimate term of its continuous
evolution". Argan, 1982, p. 70.
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terpreted and “generated
within them”2 of the world
they live in. Furthermore,
both express themselves
with a plurality of languages 
ranging from the
pictorial and iconological
ones to the calligraphic art,
which become operational
methods for “abstracting”
reality and reconfiguring it
through new meanings.
Both the flâneur figure and
Wenren hua are based on
a Yinyi 隐逸 lifestyle, hidden
and far from the mundanity and glory, which allows
them to be free, to manage
their time and to be able to
concentrate on their artistic practice. They are the
privileged of society and
therefore it has precisely been this condition of
isolation that has allowed
them to develop that
awareness of their role, of
their relationship with life,
with nature, with the world
and consequently also
with themselves. This hiding through the passages
for the flâneur and through
the mountains and the
forests for the Chinese literatus, to observe, to concentrate, to reflect, can be
read as an act of opening
to and towards the world
and of reappropriation of
their relationship with real
life. This is the only possible
way that allows them to
penetrate and understand
things, making them their
2 Shitao, 2014: 79-80
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Wenren hua 文人画 and the
Benjaminian flâneur: a question
of perspectives

Yuan Jiang The Palace of Nine Perfections,1691

own, without distorting or governing them, but simply transposing and
translating them through the eye of
the mind and the spirit.
The act of active observation of spaces
translates into the composition of the
Chinese scroll using multiple perspectives, which at the same time expresses the continuous becoming, flowing
of the matter.
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Linguistically perspectiva is a word,
derived from Latin, that indicates “to
see through”. Similarly, in the Chinese
culture, we see through the subjective
spirit of the painter where everything
“appears” 透 and it is secretly revealed
to us.
Even the sign takes on a completely
different value from that traced in the
West. It is not a trace of a passage, a

desire to grasp and freeze the noumenon in the form, but it is the extension
of the eye, it is a manifestation of the
being, of the artist in his “hic et nunc”,
and the action in its vitality that the
viewer perceives, grasps, and is involved on the canvas by these shapes
of matter rich in texture.
Furthermore, it is precisely this marking left by the artist that invites the
user on the path to follow.
The winding roads that he traced represent the journey that the man - personified by the literary painter flâneur
- makes in the moment of the realization of the work. Including the times
of anticipation and reading of it, it
guides the viewer in immersing himself in the landscape that is present
with a few full-bodied or rarefied lines,
now rich, now thin, now thick, now
dry, juggled with rhythm and a back-
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ground color. A journey in search of
himself and the truth that allows him
to find himself in harmony with the
Universe.
A derived unity expressed through the
awareness of the sign gesture, which
is clearly in contrast with the idea of
formal perfection and aesthetic modulor imitation of Aristotelian natured
nature.
The use of the brush, therefore, is not
configured as a search, a tautological
praise of its medium3, but as a tool capable of tracing the artist's visual, tactile, auditory, synesthetic experiences.
This total involvement of all the senses can be read as a form of a performance, a happening, where not only
3 Charles P. Fitzgerald, Chinese Civilization, Enauidi
1982

the whole body of the artist is involved
in the pictorial act, but also that of the
spectator who must physically move
to observe the artwork. This solution
anticipates Picasso's fourth dimension, the interactivity between vision
and action that definitively breaks
with the Western idea of painting as a
staging of reality.
And this is precisely another element
of comparison at a stylistic, conceptual, and philosophical level that differentiates the Western artists from
the Eastern ones, since staging reality
means conceiving it as something in
which the human being is only a passive observer, an imitator, but at the
same time, the act of appropriating
the medium allows him to control the
world while expressing, simultaniously, a kind of fear and terror. In Caspar
David Friedrich's Wanderer above the
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Caspar David Friedrich, Wanderer above the Sea of Fog , 1818
3
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From a philosophical point of view,
this attitude of conquest on the part
of the Western painter is understandable in the framework of the Faustian
Stimmung of civilization, in the yearning for recognition and submission
with its own physical presence; and
furthermore, in any corner, any ravine,
any small or huge protuberance or
cavity of this Earth's crust on which we
are called to live, there is also the pun4 Luisa Bonesio, The evolution of the aesthetic feeling of the Alps between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries. Lesson held in the Course Mountains
have a history too, Varese, June 2002, in course of
publication

ishment for having dared to
go further. And these are the
theories that lead the German
photographer of the Düsseldorf school, Gerard Richter in
Berg Mountain, 1981 (fig. 4) to
represent nature as a gigantic, overbearing, immobile,
contemplated presence on
which man cannot more to
intervene because he is now a
victim of his own disaster.
To recover from this disaster
and to recover an ancestral
relationship and communion
with the universe, it is simply
necessary to reconfigure the
role of the artist with respect
to his productions and the
world.
It is precisely the operation
carried out by Wenren hua
Hong Lei 洪磊 (Changzhuo,
1960) who, in the work Autumn Colors on the Que and
Hua Mountains,《鵲華秋色》
Que hua qiuse, in 2003, he
openly establishes its indissoluble bond with the tradition (fig. 4). In compliance
with the VI canon of Xiè Hè,
he re-proposes the visual and
spatial arrangement of the
elements that characterize
the scroll of Zhao Mengfu 趙
孟頫 (1254-1322) of 1296 - one
of the cornerstones of Mountains and Water painting - but
he profoundly and drastically
distorts the content (fig. 5).
Hong, trained in the wake of
traditional Mountain and Water painting, manages in this
contemporary work to reconcile the refined skills of the
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Sea of Fog (fig.3), the profound philosophical sense of Western romantic
attitude towards nature is staged, so
to speak: the traveler, seen from behind, an “en abyme'' representation of
the landscape gaze itself, it contemplates, in an unmistakably elegant
pose, an expanse of clouds from which
isolated peaks emerge, standing on a
height that in turn has conquered. It is
the representation of the gaze of the
Western subject, an allegory of the effective domination of the world, but
also aesthetic contemplation which
perhaps, strictly speaking, «does not
“see” anything, or little, of the nature
that is in front of it in its abysmal otherness, but much it imagines and projects, delighting in stormy and dark
skies, a direct legacy of the poetics
of the sublime»4. That same point of
view, from the top of a mountain for
the works of the Shanshui hua, it assumes, on the contrary, a completely
different meaning, and it refers to a
positive sense of the possibility of an
all-encompassing total vision of the
landscape rather than of conquering
space, the inaccessible, the distant
ones.

Hong Lei After Autumn colours on the Qiao and Hua mountains by Zhao Mengfu
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ancient master, combining different
artistic trends, which have now given
way to an agglomeration of industrial buildings with which he intends to
denounce the irrepressible China's
modernization and business development process of these days.
Within the work, this operation has
been possible since the same modernization (the company structures)
maintains a perfectly rooted system
and it coincides with the past (Mountain and Water painting). Therefore,
the choice of returning to the tradition seems to play a particularly significant role in the current social context,

because it offers a further opportunity of “regeneration”, recovery and reformulation of our own historical and
cultural identity5.

5 Meccarelli Marco, The aesthetics of the landscape
in Chinese contemporary art, Conference in memory of Morgante Marianna, A new Chinese intellectual identity. The contribution of the Anglo-Americans
through the renewal of the educational system.
Master's degree course (system ex D.M. 270/2004).
2011/2012 in Languages and Cultures of East Asia
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Zhao Mengfu Autumn colors on the Qiao and Hua mountains, 1295
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Streams are the blood veins of a mountain, the vegetation its hair, the clouds
and mists its expression. Therefore, a
mountain becomes alive with water,
luxuriant with bushes and trees, and
graceful with clouds. A mountain is the
face of a stream, water- side pavilions
are its eyes, and fishing activities its expression. Therefore a stream becomes
graceful with hills by its side, clear and
pleasant with pavilions, and poetic with
the presence of fishermen. Such should
be the disposition of mountains and
streams.
Guo Xi

Gerhard Richter, Berg Mountain,1981
Aurora Vivenzio was born in Naples in 1991. In 2016 she graduated with honors at the
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Ecological culture in Chinese
traditional Mountain and Water
painting
By; Giacomo Bruni
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The first four centuries of Chinese imperial history, specifically the Han dynasty, were characterized by a Confucian-based ideological setting, which
gave great importance to the political
and social participation of the individual. Therefore, the ideals of living a
reclusive life in nature, and generally
the Daoist teachings became minorities in the intellectual scene of the
time. During the Wei, Jin, Southern
and Northern Dynasties (Weijin nanbeichao 魏晉南北朝, 220-589), due to
social turmoil, profound changes in
social thinking were caused. With the
revival of Laozi 老子 and Zhuangzi 庄
子's thinking, Buddhism also flourished, establishing a communication
between Confucianism, Taoism and
Buddhism. And once again, like during the pre-Qin period, the wild and
mysterious natural environment was
the object of appreciation. Intellectuals and religious personalities embraced the retired life of yinyi 隐逸
amidst the mountains, which soon
led to the birth of Mountain and Water painting, shanshui hua 山水画 as
an independent genre, abandoning
the ancillary position towards figurative painting, which at the time was
the highest form of painting. The status of independent art expression led
to a production of theoretical texts,

and these painting theories not only
revealed the internal laws of method,
history, practical and theoretical insights, but also revealed the ancient
Chinese aesthetic concept towards
the natural environment.
Ancient Chinese culture contains a
wealth of ecological aesthetic wisdom. As a part of Chinese traditional
culture, Mountain and Water painting can be said to be the most enlightening representative of the ecological spirit. In the eyes of Chinese
Mountain and Water painters, the
natural environment is a perceptual and transcendent world, an ideal
form of beauty. An excellent Mountain
and Water painting can awaken people’s senses, make them feel the ever-changing nature within, enabling
them to fit into the natural rhythms of
the world, so that life melts into the vitality of the universe to obtain physical
and mental pleasure. It is a graphic expression of the painter’s spirit and an
aesthetic relationship between men,
nature, and society.
Mountains and rivers can not only give
aesthetic pleasure and inspire people
to create, but they also form and nourish people's spirits. When the subject is
observing the mountains and waters,
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王蒙Wang Meng 《具区林屋图》纸 Forest Grotto in Juqu 68,8x42,5 1378

This article has been part of the interventions of the 25th Annual Meeting of the
International Association for Environmental Philosophy (IAEP) 2021 Conference

through a process of empathy,
its inner spirit through participation with the constant flow
and changing of the cosmos
(passive empathy), is consciously perfused into the object, so that the surrounding
nature also has human spirit
and emotion (active empathy). The two blend together,
and the natural environment
is alive, emotional and personified. This leads to Tianren
heyi 天人合一, the unity of man
and nature, which is the most
important conception that
takes shape in this philosophical context, that is at the base
of the Chinese eco-esthetic
thinking. Tianren heyi is an holistic way to live in a world that
sees nature (tiandi 天地) and
human beings melted in an
organic connection between
the three elements (sancai 三
才, the sky 天, the earth 地 and
the man 人) that nurtures all
things, wanwu 万物. Man and
nature are of the same kind, as
Zhuangzi 庄子 said:
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Heaven, Earth, and I were produced together, and all things
and I are one. (Legge 1891)
Only when the qi 气 flows does
man and nature live, interacting and influencing each other, coexisting and developing
harmoniously. This status is
higher than the cognitive approach, a result of the separation between subject and
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140.7×58cm

object (which characterizes the traditional western thinking), that sees nature as an external element that is just
an object of aesthetic appreciation, or
for scientific research purposes, etc. In
order to reach this status, it is necessary to be in direct contact with nature.
Since the pre-Qin period, Chinese
scholars had developed and promoted the movement of the reclusive
culture, yinshi wenhua 隐士文化, an
important branch of Chinese traditional culture with distinctive characteristics and far-reaching influence,
till the contemporary times. From the
womb of this very cultural approach,
Mountain and Water painting was
born, as an independent genre that
was born in close relation with Daoist theories, Xuanxue thinking and
Buddhist practice.The mountains and
wild forests became places of threshold where the concepts of space and
time disappeared, where the existential modalities of reclusive culture
can be fully applied, in order to reach
higher levels of union with the natural
world, an intimate relationship. Daoism thinking believes that this kind of
harmony eventually leads to the Dao
道, the “Way”, and only with a clear
mind/heart is it possible to reach the
highest aesthetic realm. Harmony has
become the basic requirement of Chinese art.
In order to reach this realm, the painter must work hard on a technical level,
as well as strengthen his own spiritual
cultivation. Observing the natural environment is not only an aesthetic act,

but also a means of self-cultivation
and purification of the soul. It eliminates the utilitarian contradiction between humans and nature, by forgetting the secular life, material needs
and thirst for fame and success, and
to let the subject participate in the
flowing of qi. The creation process of
the painting is to express the beauty
of nature, as well as to build a spiritual
home and realize the ideal of aesthetic
dwelling. Shanshui hua is the graphical expression of harmony between
man and nature in order to allow woyou 卧游, to travel within the mind, and
live the aesthetic experience of nature
without having to physically be there.
The common goal of these theoretical texts is to improve the relationship
between man and nature; revealing
the secrets of the wild mountains and
waters to those who live in the society
and the secular world, to give anyone
the possibility of experiencing the union between man and the natural environment.
Since the birth of this art expression,
these conceptions are at the base of
theoretical production that is still vivid
in our time.
Zong Bing’s Hua shanshui xu
Zong Bing 宗炳's (375-443), Introduction to Mountain and Water Painting,
Hua shanshui xu, 《画山水叙》is an extremely dense and short text, which
reveals for the first time the secrets of
Mountain and Water painting and the
reasons why we should practice it. It
lays down the foundations for the evolution of this artistic practice, touching
conceptions regarding Mountain and
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丁云鹏 Ding Yunpeng (1547 – 1628) 《释迦牟尼图轴》 Shakyamuni

林海钟 Lin Haizhong《玄奘西行图》 Xuanzang Traveling to the West 21.0×110.0cm 2018

Following the Zhuanglao 庄老 thinking, he regards mountains and rivers
as the embodiment of Dao, and forgets himself in the appreciation of
the natural environment, entering in
a complete aesthetic state to reach
the union of mind and body. The Hua
shanshui xu is his aesthetic appeal to
nature:
The wise men follow the Dao in their
souls, and the virtuosos men captivate Dao by the form of the landscape (Siren 1971)
He believes that natural scenery has
the ability to reveal the Dao.
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The formation of the artistic conception of Mountain and Water painting
is the artist's thoughts and emotions
integrated with the essence of the
mountains and rivers.Through depersonalisation it’s possible to express
the harmony and unity of the subject's internal world and the external
nature. The reflection of this "unity" in
the artistic production shows that the
painter's self-personality realizes the
fusion and resonance of the object
and the self, in correspondence with
the natural environment and natural
1 a great master of the Chinese Buddhist tradition
who also founded the White Lotus society Bailian
she 白莲社

aesthetic value.
In order to reach this state of mind,
the tranquillity of the heart xin 心
(mind, soul) that unites external vision
and internal perception is fundamental.The state of tranquillity is characterized by emptiness and quietness
xujing 虚静, more easily reached in a
situation of isolation from society. It
creates a synchrony and harmony between the natural environment and
the most intimate part of the subject.
Only then will it be possible to see/
perceive the reality of things, breaking
the barriers of space and time, achieving happiness. This recalls Zhuangzi's
concept of zuowang 坐忘, sitting and
forgetting:
My connection with the body and its
parts are dissolved; my perceptive organs are discarded. Thus leaving my
material form, and bidding farewell
to my knowledge, I become one with
the Great Pervader. This I call sitting
and forgetting all things. (Legge 1891)
Zong Bing introduced the concept
of woyou, to travel within the mind
by looking at a painting, a spiritual
journey shenyou 神游 which leads the
observer to experience a state of happiness and perception of the Dao. In
the final section of the Introduction
to painting of Mountains and Waters,
Zong Bing writes:
In moments of relaxation, after having put my mind in order, after emptying a glass of wine or strummed the
lute, I unroll a painting and sit in front
of it, and without leaving the crowd-
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ed houses of men I find myself wandering in solitude, in wildlands, with
no trace of human beings. Mountain
peaks rise above the mists and clouds,
gorges and forests extend into the
distance. The wise and virtuous shine
from antiquity, and all the interesting
aspects of life come together in the
mind. What else do I need? Being in
this state I am happy and delighted,
what more can I ask for? (Translation
mine)
Guo Xi's Linquan Gaozhi
Linquan Gaozhi 《林泉高致》 is a theoretical work about Mountain and
Water painting written by Guo Xi 郭熙
(1020-1090), a painter of the Song Dynasty. It embodies many ideas about
the relationship between man and
the environment, and reveals rich ecological aesthetic wisdom. Following
the conception of Tianren heyi, Guo xi
wants to prevent the separation and
estrangement between man and the
natural environment and improve the
relationship between the two, engaging also on an emotional level.
Human sentiments colour the scene.
Thus men feel happy when facing the
spring hills covered with mists ; they
feel relaxed and at ease facing a summer hill within deep forests, feel alert
and lonely against an autumn hill,
clear and sparse with an abundance
of falling leaves, and feel silent and
desolate against a winter scene enveloped in banks of dark fog. A painting should make one feel these sentiments as if one were bodily there. (Lin
Yutang, 1967)

Guo Xi, owing to his humanistic Confucianist thinking, had the need to
reach those living in the society, this
was because according to Confucian
thinking, in times of peace and prosperity, the man has to give his support
to the society rushi 入世. Therefore, he
proposed an alternative to the retirement from a secular world yinyi 隐逸.
Guo Xi used the idea of woyou in order to connect those who can t live on
the mountains, to nature, a spiritual
retirement within the society:
It is in human nature to feel the hustle and bustle of society and desire to
see spirits and immortals hidden in
the clouds. In times of peace, under
a good emperor and excellent parents, it would be wrong to leave to be
alone, because there are duties and
responsibilities that cannot be ignored […]. The dream to retreat in the
forests and springs and to find oneself
in the company of clouds and mists
is always there, but the eye and ear
are deprived of it. Now a good hand
has reproduced them for us. Without
leaving your room you can imagine
yourself sitting on the rocks in a gorge,
listening to the screaming of monkeys and bird songs; while the light of
the mountains and the colours of the
water dazzle the eyes. Isn’t it a joy, a
realization of a person’s dream? This
is why mountain and water paintings are so in demand. Approaching
these paintings without the necessary mood would mean ruining this
magnificent view and clouding the
refreshing breeze. (Lin Yutang, 1967)
Another way to connect man with the
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Water paintings that are going to be
developed by the future generations.
Following the mainstream of the reclusive culture of his time, Zong Bing
was himself a hermit at Mount Lu,
Lushan 庐山 devoted to Buddhism,
and a disciple of Hui Yuan 慧远 (334416).1

Keju keyou 可居可游 is the best way to
experience the mountain, in solitude
living and travelling among them, and
kexing kewang 可行可望 is the way to
experience it for those who can't live

Streams are the blood veins of a
mountain, the vegetation its hair,
the clouds and mists its expression.
Therefore, a mountain becomes alive
with water, luxuriant with bushes
and trees, and graceful with clouds.
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A mountain is the face of a stream,
water- side pavilions are its eyes, and
fishing activities its expression. Therefore a stream becomes graceful with
hills by its side, clear and pleasant
with pavilions, and poetic with the
presence of fishermen. Such should
be the disposition of mountains and
streams. (Lin Yutang, 1967)
By giving the mountains and rivers a
personification, forests, springs and
valleys become the externalization of
human beings, and at the same time
they were given the norms of "rituals"
li 礼 that originally belonged to the human society. As a result, the norms of
human society have also become the
norms for the composition of Mountain and Water paintings and the lay-

out is impregnated with moral meanings.
A central mountain serves majestically as the lord of the smaller crests and
forests and ravines grouped around
it, the eminent point of everything
big and small within the compass.
Its demeanour is like that of a king
receiving the homage of his courtiers
and subjects, none daring to assume
easy-going or disrespectful postures.
A tall pine rises straight into the sky,
the leader of all bushes, creepers and
vegetation grouped around it, like a
commander. Its demeanour is that
of a gentleman in a position. (Lin Yutang, 1967)
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It has been truly said, that among the
landscapes there are those fit to walk
through [可行], those fit to contemplate [可望], those fit to ramble [可
游] in and those fit to live [可居] in. All
pictures may reach these standards
and enter the category of the wonderful; but those fit to walk through or
to contemplate are not equal to those
fit to ramble or to live in it. (Siren, 1971)

in the mountains, for the men of the
secular world looking for a break from
the material life, a similar concept to
what we now call tourism.
A way to eliminate the distance between man and nature is by changing
the way we look at the natural world.
We shouldn't look at it as a stranger,
or a different and separate entity, but
we should accept nature as if it’s a
human being, because a relationship
with nature is fundamental to cultivate the mind:

沈周 Shen Zhou 《为朱性甫》For Zhu Xingfu 35×1263cm 1486

natural environment is the theory of
sike 四可, the four ways of experiencing nature. Guo Xi writes:

Zong Bing believes that people should
get close to nature so that they can
cultivate calmness and self-adjustment in the natural aesthetic appreciation of mountains and rivers. This
state of mind helps to improve the relationship between men and the cosmos.
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Guo Xi's text is permeated with ecological aesthetic wisdom of respecting nature, being close to nature and
caring for nature. It is full of insights
and enlightenment for the current
ecological civilization and aesthetic
systems reaching anybody who wants
to engage in this way of living, even
for those who are unable to live outside of the secular world.
These ancient texts are extremely illuminating for our contemporary ecological problems, the concept of harmony and unity between man and
nature has a major role in the con-

struction of modern ecological civilization, overcoming the sole cognitive
approach and the separation between
subject and object.
Harmony is the key concept in this
vision of the world, not just the harmony between man and the natural
environment, but also harmony in
the theoretical thinking that leads to
a philosophical syncretism. Different
approaches can cooperate in order
to create a complex system to answer
the common questions about the
cosmos, how to relate with it and to
know our place in it, in order to reach
a higher level of existence that crosses
the barrier of the physical and material world.
With a holistic vision of the cosmos,
the man has to learn how to relate
with the natural environment, without exploiting it or annihilating the
human nature, acting with righteousness (yi 义 of the Confucian thinking)
in order to improve the environment,
but at the same time we need to understand the possible repercussion
of our actions and follow the natural order of things (wuwei 无为 of the
Daoism thinking). This is possible just
when the man treats nature as his
own kind, with empathy, in harmony.
Like Zong Baihua 宗白华 (1897-1986)
said: "the wisdom of the East is not to
fly above nature and conquer it, but
to dive deep into the core of nature
and experience it, connect with it, and
nurture it as universal love."2

陆俨少 Lu Yanshao 《西樵流瀑》 Xiqiao Waterfall 59.5×78cm 1990
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Conclusion
The artistic dimension, the human dimension and the natural dimension
as a whole system, are the focus of
ecological aesthetics. Mountain and
Water paintings are useful for alleviating the tensions and contradictions
of contemporary people towards nature, society, and other people. Ecological aesthetics observes both the
natural and spiritual realm.The appreciation of Mountain and Water paintings makes people forget their worries, cleanses their hearts, makes the
viewers spiritually satisfied, and finally
reaches the highest state of the unity
of nature and man.

Where examines the painter his picture of the
world? On the border of the concrete and the
abstract. What is too concrete, shows nothing
but the visible reality, what is too abstract, deceives the world.
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Qi Baishi
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Translated by; Ning Lizheng 宁立正, Zhang Xiaoyu 张小雨, Zhou Zhi 周智

Guangxi 广西 is rich in natural and
cultural landscapes and colorful ethnic customs, especially in Guilin 桂林,
which has the most beautiful landscapes and distinctive regional characteristics. Soaring hills in various
shapes and sizes filled with dozens of
caves, and the Lijiang River 漓江, winding and as clear as a mirror. The caves,
deep and quiet, hold miracle sceneries. Many strange rocks lie in the
caves, whose great beauty is shaped
by nature. Thus, these four features:
the green hills, the clean water, the
miracle caves and the beautiful rocks
are Guilin’s Four Uniques. Guilin not
only has beautiful landscapes, but it
also has a very long history. According
to the findings and research of the
relics of Baojiyan 宝积岩 and Zhenpiyan 甑皮岩 caves in the urban area,
it was discovered that the Zhenpiyan
people were living in a Matriarchal society which dated back ten thousand
years. During the Xia, Shang and Zhou
periods 夏商周时期, Guilin became the
residence of the Baiyue 百越 people.
The Emperor Qin Shihuang 秦始皇 set
three provinces there, namely Guilin,
Xiang and Nanhai, which became the
origin of the present name of Guilin.

The great regional culture contributes
to the unique aesthetic characteristics and aesthetic consciousness of
this place, which provides abundant
materials for the creation of art in
Guangxi.
In Chinese history, many painters have
painted works of Guilin landscapes,
artists such as Shi Tao 石涛 during
the 17th century, and Qi Baishi 齐白石
, Huang Binhong 黄宾虹, Xu Beihong
徐悲鸿 and Li Keran 李可染 during the
20th century. However, when it comes
to the influence on later generations,
we must mention the famous national painter -- Huang Dufeng 黄独峰, one
of the founders of Guangxi School of
Painting.
Huang Dufeng was engaged in various arts, and his Flower-and-Bird
paintings 花鸟画 earned him national and international fame. His Mountain-and-Water paintings also have
special value to Chinese art history.
In his early years, he began painting
in Chunshui Painting Academy 春睡
画院 and became a disciple of Gao Jianfu 高剑父, a master of the Lingnan
Painting School 岭南画派. Afterwards,
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in 1950 in Hong Kong, he became a
disciple of Zhang Daqian 张大千 and
took part in Dafengtang Painting
Academy 大风堂, concentrating on
the study of traditional techniques of
Mountain-and-Water painting. After
a lot of hard work at Linnan School of
Painting and at Dafengtang Painting
Academy, there were soon two peak
periods of his Mountain-and-Water
painting creations. The first peak period was in the 1960s, The Plein-air
Paintings of Guilin Landscape《桂林
山水写生》 series are a representative
of his plein-air paintings. His works
of this period are dark, splendid, and
impressive, with a natural feeling of
landscape. The second peak period of
his art was from the mid-1970s to the
early 1980s, represented by the work
A hundred Miles of Lijiang River《漓
江百里图》. His works of this time are
heroically bold and unrestrained, brief

but forcefully vigorous, depicting the
unique features of the landscape
in Guangxi, especially in Guilin. All
works show Huang Dufeng's artistic
achievements in Mountain-and-Water painting. Take The Plein-air Paintings of Guilin Landscape series for an
example, the artistic characteristics of
Huang Dufeng's mountain-and-water
painting are analyzed here. Guilin’s
landscape is in a unique karst landform, with a beautiful hill shape. The
peaks independently rise from the
ground and are rarely connected to
one another. Many peaks are wrapped
with thick vegetation and rock structures, only highlighting the cliffs,
which increases the difficulty in art
technique processing. Moreover, most
hills in Guilin are small and steep, with
no way of climbing. Different from
other huge mountains, visitors can’t
observe the trend and structure of
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By; Liu Qimou 刘启谋

Plein-air Painting in Yangshuo 《阳朔写生》45x68.5cm

An Example of Regional Characteristics
and Plein-air Painting:
Huang Dufeng 黄独峰’s Artistic Features
and Achievements in Mountain and
Water Painting

Works of The Plein-air Paintings of
Guilin Landscape series were painted
in the 1960s. These works have shown
the beautiful scenery of the area of Li-
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《漓江归舟》 Li Jiang Returning Boat
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jiang River in Guilin, with small sizes,
well-organized compositions and clear
themes. The Lijiang River landscape is
gentle and tranquil, and it is not easy
to make a visual impact completely
with traditional methods of composition. Thus, Huang Dufeng took advantage of the trend of hills and the route
of sailing boats to build up the atmosphere. He employed short lines and
dry brushes to paint disordered trees
at the fore part, which could enrich
the variation of lines. As for the main
part of the painting, he implied wet
long texturing to paint the hill rocks
concisely. And for the sand, land and
clouds in the distance, the color of ink
differs from heavy to light, the brushes from dry to wet, gradually pushing
to the depth of the painting, which
shows a strong sense of space. Ochre
and flower blue, with a little mineral
blue, are the main colors to show the
moist and pretty spirit of Lijiang River, calm and clean. Fresh and unique
brush and ink, dainty composition,
elegant colors form the feature of an
imposing manner. Those characteristics, unrestrained and introverted,
ethereal and natural, all reflect Huang
Dufeng's superb skills in controlling
the brushes and ink, and the composition of the painting.
Lijiang River is in the south of China,
with the features of tropical weather,
the karst rock landform and elegant
landscape. All these require the applications of changeable brushes and
ink for dry and wet, tranquil, light and
elegant. Thus, it is improper to employ
gaudy and showy colors. Mainly with
alienated hills, clouds and clear and
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the hill from different positions, which
means inconvenience organizing the
composition and creating the painting. Viewers are generally on the horizon, so it is hard to enjoy the height of
the hill, or get into the artistic conception of dwarfing all other hills around
一览众山小. A clean river with green
hills on both sides is actually a horizontal line with a few vertical lines. Without all these, it can not be called the
name of “Lijiang River”. Therefore, it is
not easy to express the great Lijiang
River landscape. There were many
paintings created according to the Lijiang River landscape in Guilin in past
dynasties, amongst which many of
them were created by famous painters, but they were works with similar
shape and spirit of scenery, exquisite
in the use of brush and ink. An unworldly artistic conception is rare. It is
always a challenge in the field of Chinese mountain-and-water painting to
show its delicacy and splendid views
of the Lijiang River located in Guilin
rather than losing its aesthetic value
as an art work. Huang Dufeng, who
had studied the landscape of Guilin in
depth, certainly understood the difficulties. Thus he sketched the scenery
of the Lijiang River area of Guilin all
year round. After years of experience
and practice, he achieved a whole set
of ink language to express the landscape of Lijiang River in Guilin, and
accumulated abundant experiences
of creation.

《漓江百里图》Hundred Miles of Lijiang River(section) 1976

Although works of The Plein-air
Paintings of Guilin Landscape series
are plein-air paintings, the painting
atmosphere is ancient and elegant,
which seems to have inherited the
interest of Shi Tao’s brush technique.
Huang Dufeng had studied under
Zhang Daqian, and such experiences
resulted in his deep understanding of
the traditional brush and ink, which is
simple and elegant in the use of ink
and color. He also learned from the
masters of Lingnan Painting School.
Thus, he could well combine pleinair painting with tradition. He obeyed
the laws of tradition and nature, but
neither of them could limit him. His
painting style is unique, elegant and
ethereal. Huang Dufeng reproduced
the scenery of Lijiang River in Guilin
in the way of plein-air painting and
created a wonderland of brush and

ink, which reflects his pursuit of pleinair painting and the artistic realm of
forgetting both nature and his mind.
These masterpieces show the way of
a painter to make perfect combinations of regional characteristics and
art forms in his plein-air creations.
Huang Dufeng learned to paint
mountain-and-water painting from
the traditions, but achieved more
than traditions; his mountain-and-water painting comes from life, and becomes higher than life.
Huang Dufeng once described his
pursuit of mountain-and-water painting in this way, “Now I focus on realistic depiction. In the future I hope I can
create a painting at will with some detailed additions, and also I hope that I
could speak for the landscape. And in
the end the landscape could stand for
me, as I would for the landscape”. It can
be seen that Huang Dufeng’s pursuit
of realistic depiction is the harmony
between man and nature, and achieving the artistic realm of forgetting
both the nature and his mind 物我两
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Huang Dufeng used the traditional technique flexibly in the plein-air
creation, in his numerous plein-air
works, and not a single traditional
painting stylized expression could be
seen -- no program stack consisting
of trees and stones, no fixed composition, also no invariable rock texturing
method to replace various landscape
from the east, the west, the north to
the south. His painting techniques

are not directly “copied” from the traditional technique library, but flexibly
applied according to different objects
in the objective world in the plein-air
painting. In Huang Dufeng’s view, the
painting technique is only a means,
not a purpose, and a carrier to express
the objective world. Painters should
take advantage of the techniques as
their tools without being limited by
them.
In his early years, Huang Dufeng was
fond of paintings and theories of the
Song Dynasty. “He has a profound
study of modern Song school paintings. '' Fan Kuan 范宽 proposed, “Instead of learning from the teacher, we
should learn from the nature. Living in
Taihua 太华 in central south of China
and painting landscapes, we can form
our own painting style from this life.
Jing Hao 荆浩 put forward, "Honggu 洪
谷 is inside Taihang Mount 太行山 ......
Due to the abundance of its diversities, I have been there many times to
appreciate it, and tomorrow I’ll try to
paint to reproduce it, and after tens
of thousands of copies later, I’m sure
to reproduce the verve of it." Huang
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elegant colors. This series of works
depict the miracle scenery along the
banks of Lijiang River. With a few simple brushes, the beautiful scenery of
Lijiang River is painted on Xuan paper
宣纸, ethereal and pure .

忘. As for “speaking for the landscape”,
it is the painter's pursuit of the natural atmosphere of mountain-and-water painting. The Plein-air Paintings
of Guilin Landscape is not only the
process of Huang Dufeng’s creation
in mountain-and-water painting, but
also the process of revealing his true
personal feelings. His appreciation
and love for the great landscape, as
well as his feelings about the infinite
scenery, are all written on Xuan paper
with a brush. These true artistic feelings cannot be achieved by “painting behind closed doors”. This makes
Huang Dufeng's works an artistic appeal from the heart, which is natural
because of his sincerity.

《桂西春晓》 Early spring Arrives in the West of Guangxi 100x264cm 1961

《春满桂林遍地春》 Everything Grows in the Spring of Guilin 67x135cm

While painting plein-air, Huang
Dufeng was not limited by the use of
colors, but entirely based on the environment. Colors, like ochre, phthalocyanine pigments, cinnabar, emerald,
mineral green, eosine lake, gamboge
for painting, and azurite, would be
used in the painting. He also uses azurite to paint the ocean water, uses
gamboge for painting paddy fields,
and uses cinnabar to paint skies, etc.
He tried his efforts to depict the colorful world with realistic painting style
according to what he had seen, which
also expanded the range of colors
used in mountain-and-water painting
and increased the expressive power of
colors in mountain-and-water painting.
Huang Dufeng's mountain-and-water paintings are from the traditional
style, but keeping a very distance from
the traditional mountain-and-water
painting. His mountain-and-water
paintings are also full of a strong modern atmosphere and vitality. In his
paintings, every blade of grass, every
tree, every house and ridge, the flowing water and sandy beaches are all
vivid, without the desolate landscape
realm of the ancient paintings where
the hermits lived.
What is valuable about his paintings
is that they are away from the tradi-
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tional ancient painting style, and the
traditional techniques have been improved and truly integrated into the
hills and rivers that the painter feels.
The painter employed ink to depict
the object, rather than using the
programs of painting style to apply
to nature. His works reveal a natural
beauty, without any pretensions. And
he can calmly and slowly create a refreshing fragrance. His art of mountain-and-water painting is successful,
and his success is in accepting the

excellent tradition, rather than being
bound by it.
Huang Dufeng advocated that art
creation in Guangxi should explore
the local regional characteristics of
itself to express the regional culture
and create an aesthetic character and
artistic personality unique to Guangxi.
"Guangxi is pretty
scenic with a
unique geographical environment,
so we should create a Guangxi style!”,
“Guilin has a lot of hieroglyphic hills,
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Huang Dufeng has distilled a practical painting style from the traditional
painting and combined it well with the
plein-air painting. This kind of style is
mainly formed by adding details to a
painting at will, especially suitable for
the depiction of the southern scenes,
such as dense weeds, jungles, low hills,
emerald paddy fields, lush bamboo
forests, etc. He employed splash-ink
泼墨 and break ink 破墨 to add details
to a painting of the copses and weeds
on the hill, making blackish color to be
a comprehensive virtual-real combination, thus expressing the lushness
of the vegetation. Sometimes he employed mineral green to paint grass,
slopes and hills, and used the ink stick
to paint distant hills or slopes. The ink
color is various and it may be deep
and light. Then he added the stone
pattern outlined in the ink block with
Zhongfeng brush, combining the line
and surface, so that he could hide the

bone brush on the surface. After numerous plein-air practices and continuous experiences, Huang Dufeng
composed a unique style of plein-air
mountain-and-water painting of his
own.

《阳朔公园》 Yangshuo Natural Park
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Dufeng’s view of plein-air painting
collaborates with it. Huang Dufeng
studied the theory and techniques of
the Song dynasty, but he did not rigidly copy them in the plein-air painting,
but only took their spirit into use. For
example, The river mouth painting
《江口写生》, the beach stones by the
river are messy and deformed after being washed by water. Huang
Dufeng first outlined the shape of
the beach stones with the Zhongfeng
approach of the brush 中锋用笔, and
then employed Tian 提按, Diantiao 点
挑 to show the texture of the stones
like being chiseled by the axe, which
is precisely based on the traditional
brushwork flexibly.

《山水图冊》Mountains and Streams 14.9 x 27.3 cm
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Take the Plein-air Painting in Xingping 《兴坪写生》 for example. It was
painted in 1975, depicting the beautiful scenery of Xingping in Yangshuo 阳
朔 in a realistic way. The landscape of
Yangshuo is fresh and beautiful, with
exquisite hill shapes. Painters should
not use too many lines in their works,
otherwise, the sense of moistness of
the Guilin landscape could not spring
up. The ink should not be too heavy,
or it will lose the characteristics of the
clear Guilin's landscape. The shape of
the hill should not be too sharp, or it
would look too elegant and graceful.
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Huang Dufeng has well made the
combination of them. With a few lines
in his paintings, he slightly outlined
the shape of the hills. And he depicted
the moist landscape with ink blocks
and colors, encompassing the smoky
atmosphere and the divine charm of
Lijiang River. He realistically dotted
the hills with thick ink based on the
shape of the hills in Yangshuo, allowing different ink colors to be superimposed to create rich variations to show
the dense vegetation on the hills.
The light ink of the distant hills is dyed
to nothingness, and the ink is clear
and transparent, forming a strong
contrast with the heavy ink in the
foreground, and this effect of thickness and lightness produces a feeling
of misty smoke and clouds. For the
plein-air paintings, Huang Dufeng
discovered the landscape resources
of Guangxi and enriched the ways of
Guangxi mountain-and-water painting.
Huang Dufeng always insisted on
inheriting and carrying forward the
traditional spirit of national culture,
emphasizing the combination of Chinese and Western painting languages. His landscape works are mainly
plein-air paintings. He advocated to
perceive, think, and explore the wonders of nature with our own mind,
keeping on exploring our regional
characteristics to develop a new way
of mountain-and-water painting. The
method of going into the deeper life,
insisting on plein-air painting and creating works in front of the scenes has
become a significant feature for the
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《庐山望江亭》Lu Mountain Wangjiang Pavilion

with all kinds of shapes, and that's
our advantage.” Since Huang Dufeng
truly realized the preciousness of
Guangxi's landscape resources, he
had been painting plein-air all over
Guangxi many times, including Sanjiang 三江, Rongshui 融水, Longsheng
龙胜, Guiping 桂平, Qinzhou 钦州, Hechi
河池, Beibuwan 北部湾, etc, and especially Guilin many times. Huang
Dufeng included the unique objects
of Guangxi into his paintings during
plein-air painting, such as plantain,
bamboo grove, cabin, village and terrace. These images show the local
characteristics of Guangxi and provide many references for the development of painting for later generations.
A large number of plein-air paintings
of the Li River landscape by Huang
Dufeng are extremely precious. This
has accumulated rich resources and
cultural heritage for the formation
and development of Lijiang Painting
School and made great contributions
to the development of painting in
Guangxi.

At present, as there aren't many domestic and international researches on
Huang Dufeng, it is necessary for us to reinterpret, re-understand and reposition this master. Therefore, researching Huang Dufeng's masterpieces in mountain-and-water painting by combining Guangxi's regional culture and filling this
theoretical gap will have positive significance to the development of Guangxi
art career and the Chinese art career, which will have a far-reaching impact on
the development of "Lijiang Painting School''.

《神仙鱼》Angelfish

teaching of art majors in Guangxi Arts University and has also become the main
means to paint for Lijiang Painting School today. As an excellent art educator,
most of his students have now become the backbone of Guangxi's painting circle and have made positive contributions to the development of Guangxi arts.
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